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Murray Le
66pothole...a onwinter
our
road to recovery.
Lloyd Bentsen
page 2

...this is
w w serious. You
can die from this.

i(

Celtics doctor
page 5

•

GORMAN VISITS
Purchase Area consumers
will have the opportunity to
share their concerns with Kentucky Attorney General Chris
Gorman at a town meeting in
Misrray. Wednesday. Page, 2.
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Economic index is
h ars
hit hardest in.

*
ra.

THREE-ALARM FLAMES

cators had capt j.. percent, the
WASHINGTON (A?) — The
best in a decade.
government's chief economic
The index is designed to preforecasting gauge plunged 1 pereconomic activity six to nine
dict
cent in March, the worst decline
in advance. Three consemonths
since the middle of the recession
declines are a good,
cutive
more than two Years -ago, the
far from foolproof, sign
although
Commerce Department said
of 3 recession ahead.
today.
Analysts do not expect the ecoThe drop, slightly steeper than
to slip back into recessiOn
nomy
predicted by analysts, was a sign
However, they-Avarn
year.
this
of the dramatic slowdown that
is unlikely to reach
growth
that
has gripped the economy this
fourth quarter rate — 4.7 perthe
year, compared with a brief percent as measured by the gross,
iod of robust growth late last
domestic product — anytime
year.
soon.
The decrease was the worst
- Last week, the department
since November 1990. It fol-_
first quarter GDP growth
reported
lowed .a modest 0.5 percent
-1.8 percent.
anemic
an
at
increase in February and a slight
-We're
ver y subdued ecoa
in
0.1 percent decline in January. In
nothing very
There's
nomy.
December, at the end of the ccoon," said economgoing
buoyant
nomy's strongest quarter in five
years, the Index of Leading IndiII TURN TO PAGE 2

ROCKET POWER
Jolted by a loss to the Clippers in Houston, the Rockets
stormed back Monday night
with a 111-99 victory over Los
Angeles to take 'a 2-1 lead in
their playoff series. Page 5.

TRIBUTE TO MOM
Mother's Day is only five
days away, Today's Murray
Ledger and Timcs includes a
special section devoted just to
moms with very special letters
from area elementary students
as well as• great gift-giving
idea.

FORECAST
Tonight: Partly cloudy. Some
morning fog. Low in the mid
50s. Southwest wind 5 to 10
mph. Wednesday: Partly sunny. High in the lower 80s.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY — 63°
359.2. -0.1; below 319.5, +0.2
BARKLEY — 64°
359.2, -0.1; below 323.6, +0.5

INDEX
Two Sections — 26 Pages
7, 8
Classifieds
9
Comics
9
Crosswords
9
Dear Abby
8
Horoscope
4
Murray Today
10
Obituaries
3
Perspective
5
Sports
pages
16
Section
Day
Mother's

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDs
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section
OFFIl 1

IN1

To reach any deportment of
the newspaper. call 753-1916
and specify which persoii or
department you wish to cow',ski Our regular office hours
are I am S pm Mandayl-riday. I am moon Saluiday

MSU graduation
set for Saturday
Four graduating seniors will, are among the 1,3.10 in the class,
which includes spring, mid-year
share the spotlight as the top students in the 1993 class at the and summer 1992 graduates.
Among the 859. candidates for
70th annual commencement exercise at Murray State University degrees in the spring class ire
.681 for undergraduate degrees,
Saturday, May 8.
157 tor graduate degrees and 15
To graduate with perfect 4.00
academic standings .in the. cere- for associate degrees.
J. Jason Hawkins of Dixon, a
mony to begin at 10 a.m. in Racsumma cum laude graduate with
er Arena are:
Monica Lynn Major Capps of a 3,88 standing,'and _Bethar_ii.
Jane Hall of Murray, a maigna
Slaughters; Rebecca Eileen
tau& graduate with a 3.77.
cum
Sharon
Paducah;
of
McElrath
Michelle McKinsey of Hanson standing, will deliver valedicand Kristen Anne Minks of tions, They were chosen as the
Outstanding Senior Man and
Frankfort.
They are followed by three at Woman and will share the lectern
3.97 — Elizabeth Sue Derouen of. with Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, presiPaducah; Troy Zane Hill of dent, who will offer observations
Calvert City; and Rebecca Lee and confer degrees.
Smith of Mayfield.
A total of DO honor graduates. • TURN TO PAGE 2

STACEW, CROOK Ledger S T rres photo

Calloway Counts Fire-Rescue volunteers work to extinguish this house fire located on Ky. 94 W.
and Jones-Sparkman Road Monday. Firefighters were on the scene 11 minutes after the 11:17
a.m. call and sased the structure from complete destruction. See Local N'eiis Roundup fur more
details.

Ex-Speaker resigns House seat following conviction
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Don Blandford said he had made
up his mind to resign from the
Kentucky House if he was convicted of federal corruption
charges.
Three guilty verdicts came Friday. Blandford's resignation letter to Gov. Brercton Jones went
in the mail Monday.
"It's the right thing and it's a

relief in away," Blandford said.
in a telephone interview Monday.
He said he could now concentrate on appealing his convictions
for extortion, racketeering and
mail fraud._
"I had decided a long time ago
(to resign) if I was convicted,"
Blandford said. "It wasn't anything that I had to decide
afterward."

Thus ended a 25-year legislative career that included a record
eight years as speaker .of the
House. Blandford represented the
House's 14th District, made up of
a part of Owensboro-and Davicss
County.
A U.S.- District Court jury
decided that Blandford, as speaker, 1116011y: took money from
horse-racing lobbyist William

Boysen scheduled
to speak at dinner
Kentucky Education Commissioner Thomas C. Boysen
will speak at a meeting of the
Murray -Calloway County
School Business Partnership
dinner Wednesday at 6 p.m. at
the Murray State University
CUrriS Center.
Besides his meeting at Murray Wednesday, Boysen will
tour Calloway County Middle
School Thursday morning from
7:30 to 10:30 a.m.
He will also visit three other
western Kentucky schools May
5 including Cooper Whitcsidc
Elementary. Paducah; Lewes
Elementary. Graves County and
Marshall County High School,
Benton
At each school Roystm \kII
ith small group.
meet
teachers. s isit s lassfooni\ and
talk w ith hoard mein hrr.
ou n iimember. and
sl htX)I
ol the ...hoot
memhers
other
sommunit)
The School Husines. Partner
ship meeting v.ill K. the lourth
annual dinner burr the votir
which is so sponsored hs the
klurras Callowas Counts
Chamber (st Commersc
Members of the stale asset!
*inning speech teams from Cal
ioway County High and Murras
High Schools will entertain the
a•thence with their pees

McBee during the 1992 General
Assembly. Blandford admitted
taking money but denied it was
bribery.
Blandford also said he bore no
grudge against McBee, his former
House colleague and close friend
of 21 years.
McBee, who has pleaded guilty
to extortion and conspiracy, testified under a plea _agreement that

he paid $500 to Illaildford on each of three occasions during
the 1992 legislature. Evidence in
the trial included FBI videotape
of one payment.
Blandford said he believed
prosecutors had threatened to
indict McBee's wife, Anne
McBee. Government tapes indiTURN TO PAGE 2

ONE ON ONE

W.A. Franklin in rehab;
his wife still corrratose
By JOHN P.

TAYLOR
Murray Ledger & Times

JO*** P tavLOiktoote. IT4vies VW*

Murray Independent Schools superintendent W.A. Franklin relies
in this walker to get around, a great improseineat Inv
,the wheel%hair to his hit that had sersed as his aids fiwin ut iransporiation
hwy.
sun*. IA.% hopes to discard the walker for a pair Itt

s

,

LONE CiAlc— W.A. Franklin. I had heard the name at the three or
four Murray school board meetings I've.cOvered since coming on at
the Ledger &
Certainly, I was aware of the unfortunate-accident which W.A. and
his wife, Margaret, were involved in last December. But that was the.
extent of my knowledge concerning the Murray School
superintendent.
While at those board meetings, it was easy to assess the great
amount of concern the board members and others expressed when
Willie Jackson would give medical updates on the Franklins. Jackson,
acting as interim superintendent,_ keptin_contact_ with .W.A-. _and
reported his status to others.
"There's not a day goes by someone doesn't ask .me_hoW WI.A.
Margaret is doing," Jackson said after the March hoard meeting.
With that much concern circulating around our neighborhood, I felt
it important to meet W.A. and let folks know.of his condition, both
mentally and physically.
The Franklins were seriously injured in a two-car wreck on Dec. 23
while heading to WA.'s mom's house for the holiday. Barbara K.
Beekner. 62, crossed the center line on U.S. 641 north of Eddyville
and struck their 1991 Buick Century head-on.
Beekner didn't see the Franklin vehicle until just before impact. Her
10-year-old Mercury kit just 12 feet of skid marks between her and
the Butch's front end. W.A., on the other hand, saw what se;s about to
happen, having had the brake pedal depressed for 59 kw. That wts'—
still not enough time, however, to avoid what would in seconds
change the lives of these two Mu.atom
The result was serious injuries to the Franklin., with the couple salleriag nearly identical consequent es. ins hiding broken legs, hands,
pottered longs and bead trauma
Jackal. 101 14) Saturday imprn"91 inter'. ic\ANithAA, ,Ahn rs
no* laicypwatios at. the hose 01 his brother \lien in 1 one Oak
I TUØN TO PAGE I
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LOCAL NEWS ROUNDUP

FROM PAGE 1
ist Laurence H. Meyer, a St.
Louis-based consultant.
In .a speech Monday, Treasury
Secretary Lloyd Bentsen blamed
the severe Mid-March storm for
much of the first quarter's weakness, calling the quarter "a winter pothole on our road to

recovery.However, economist Sung
Won Sohn of NorweSt Corp in
Minneapolis said the weather can
explain only part of the economy's recent slippage.
In March, nine of the index's
forward-looking indicators
declined.

FIRE DESTROYS UPSTAIRS .OF HOUSE

•
II W.A. Franklin•••

FROM PAGE 1
While driving along 1-24 to Paducah, I felt nervous and apprehensive"
about the one-on-one meeting.
My liars came in an array of .colors:
*I'm a squeamish guy anyway, so meeting With a man so banged up
wasn't something I looked forward to. .
el bad never met W.A. before. Not only was this to be a difficult
interview, but one which would have been easier with a friend or
acquaintance.
*Finally, there were subjects whichT dreaded bringing up, especial-.
TWO INJURED IN TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
ly his wife. Margaret remains in. a coma to this day. It needed to be
According to the Murray Police Department, two people were injured as a
discussed, but how to bring it up without appearing Cold or journalistiresult of a traffic accident at the intersection of West Main Street and Doran
joined by repbe
will
Gorman
cally
opportunistic was my fear,
Purchase Area consumers will
Road. Reports indicate Karmon E. Whiteledge, 24, Rt. 2 Dixon, was westU.S. Postal
the
resentatives
of
After
making tht appropriate left and right turns through Lone Oak,
on
before
making
a
left
turn
bound on Main Street and stopped in traffic
hate the opportunity to share
the Food and
I came upon the house. I grabbed my tape recorder, my camera and
Doran Road when another westbound vehicle, driven by Thomas M. Smith,
their concerns with Kentucky Inspection Service,
and mem41., At. 1 Farmington,-struck the rear of the Whiteledge vehicle. Whiteledge
my last gasp of uninhibited air and knocked on the door.
Attofney General Chris Gorman Drug Administration
Area Con- •and a passsenger in the Smith vehicle. gkorothy Smith,66, Rt. 1 Farmington,
Purchase
his
of
bers
I was greeted by W.A.'s.mom., Reba, who showed me the way to
at a town. meeting _in_ Murray
were transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital where they were both
sumer Protection Council, which
the
downstairs bedroom which doubles as a physical therapy room.
Wednesday.
treated-and released. The Calloway County Fire-Rescue assisted ambu"consuma
serve
as
formed
to
be
"I'll
leave you two,alone ra
. talk," she said.
lance personnel.
„
is scheduled to be at the
in West
group
watchdog"
er
Slam!
door
was
The
shut.
Just
W.A. and me.
- -rTicorge WeakS'Community CenKentucky.
FIRE CLAIMS TRAVEL CAMPER
Immediately after the introductions, my fears began to dissolve. The
ter at 2 p.m. His visit to Murray
Voltinteers frbm the Calloway County Fire-Rescue responded to a structure
They will make up a panel
man I may have envisioned as an invalid and an emotional wrea was
is part of a series of meetings. He
fire
at approximately 1:30 a.m. May 4 at the residence of Howard Pennell. quite the opposite. =He's determined, focused and realistic.
consumers
educate
to
with
him
is will be in both Mayfield and
Old Murray-Concord Road. Accbrding to public information officer Mike
about potential frauds.
Our exchange went as f011Ows:
Sykes, the fire was in a travel camper that was engulfed upon their arrival.
Paducah Thursday.
Q: How'has your rehabilitation been progressing?.
Firefighters extinguished the blaze, but the camper was a total loss.
A: I've been making good progress. I have someone coming three
days a week to work with my left hand, Which I had my wrist broken
•MSU...
in the accident. It almost paralyzed my left hand. My fingers wouldn't
Summa cum laude graduates
FROM PAGE 1
work and I've got three fingers, my thumb and the next two lingers,
For Your (7onvenience Now Otters
from Calloway County arc: Shei- which arc numb. I've got damage to the nerve. But with some help it's
A reception for graduates and
la Ann Frisk,.Tracey Lynne Hen- loosening up. Over time I hope to have full use restored. .
their families is scheduled limeson, Elizabeth;:teigh" Landini,
Q; What does your physical therapy entail?
--""—datelniirrow i ng commencithent
Timothy Scott Lawrence, AmanA: Lt's.a lot of passive things. The therapist tries to move_ my finin the Curris Center.
Daily Monday - Friday
da Sims-Groves, Chad Dallas gers around. And then it's me, under her guidance, trying to move the
Among those to be honored are
Stubblefield and Bethany Ann, fingers and trying to form a fist: I've still got a ways to go, but I've
Ship ‘Veekly & Save money
43 summa cum Jaude (overall
Thompson, Murray.
seen some improvement.
%1.l 9 a.m.- X p.m. Sal 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun l. p.m.
standing of 3.8 or higher), 72
Other magna cum laude-..graduQ: Although you broke both legs, your right leg has been the
t.41 Ns.
mpic Plaza
753-2380
magna cum laudc (overall standates from Calloway County and real problem in rehab. What exact6 happened to that leg and
ings of 3.6 through 179)and 170
Hardin are: Kathy L. &dwell, how's it coming along?
cum laudc ((Waall. standing of
Hardin; Sondra A. Bedwell, CorA: My right femur (upper leg) was badly damaged and it's the
3.3 through 3.59).
inc Diderik, Connie See Logsdon problem area for me in addition to my hand. They had to come in
Gaddie, Alida M. Graves, JarneS through the top of my hip and run a rod down through the damaged
David Outland; Isaac D. Schroed- area of the_femur. I had a spiral break at tht lower end above the knee
er and James Anthony Tipton. all and they put three metal bands.around that to hold it. And then I had a
of. Murray; and Marla McLeod- shattered area up-close to the hip and that's the area having problems
WALTER L. APPERSON
Driver, Hazel.
healing. -I've got a large bolt holding the rod lo the hip. I -finally sztv%;
Publisher
Cum laude graduates from.Cal- the X-rays and I look like a bionic man, to be honest. I've got so
loway County and Hardin arc: much _metal and stuff in me you wouldn't believe it..
ALICE ROUSE
William C. Adams III, Colvin C.
General Manager
Q: Did you and your wife have your seatbelts on when the acciAtchison, Lance G. Balmer, Dor- dent occurred?
MARY ANN ORR
othy Ann Barrow, Richard Alan
A:.We had our Seatbetts on. We always wear ourseatbelts. I mean.
Advertising Manager
Bazzell, Leisa Carol Capo, I don't retnember we had them on because I don't remember the acciChristopher Lee Clark, Laura dent, but we never got. into a car when .we didn't buckle ap.
DAVID STOM
Greer, Jeremiah Ray Jones, Janet
Circulation Manager
Q: Despite wearing the seatbelts, the impact created quite a jolt.
A. Lawrence, .Pcter Lawrence, which I'm assuming led to her comatose state. Can you explain
KAREN COVERT
Mary Gwyn Littlefield, Julia L. that?
Classifieds Manager
Maddox, Doreen Reynolds, SandA: The jerk forward and slam back caused her brain to shift within
ra Morgan Robbins, Sherri..Renee her skull. The same thing happened to me, but my wije's damage was
The Murray Ledger A Imes(USPS 308700)
Rule, Stephen Jason Sanimons, more extensive. She did have some fluid accurniliate in 'hear brain when
The Murray Ledger & Tunes a published
olvtesT illdge/EXecut.
Wendy Atkinson Scott, Karmel she, was in Paducah and they bad to go and- drill .in and relieve Olaf.every afternoon except Sundays, Jut4;
Thanksgrvrig Day, Christrnes Day and
Ann Galusha Stewart, Kenneth But they got her ,stabilized.
Years Day by Murray Neaspapeis Inc., 1001
*
Monett Dr. Murray, KY 42071, Second
Bruce Thurmond II, Faye H. TilQ:Wauld y.ou consider yourself as actiQe athletically before the
Class Postage Pod at Murray, KY 42071.
PLATFORM for GROWTH
ly, Sherrie Wells Urban, Sioux- accident and does that account for you and your wife miracuhlusly
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In also aleesdy
Zanne Stilwell, Kathryn Marie surviving it?
served by centers: $S per moritIvpsysbie in
Walls and Ahmad Yazim Yahya,
trail
ii
advance
By
Gams_
ai
Co.
and
to
A: I play a lot of golf. I was in pretty good shape and my wife was
7. More efficient use of
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Fat
all of Murray; Michele Lawton, in pretty good shape. Probably we wouldn't have made it through this
moon, Ky and to Pans, Buchanan and
Hardin; and
L. Newberry, if we weren't in good condition.
community center
Puryear, Tenn $57 per yew By mai to other
destinations $6450 per yew.
New Concord.
Q: Mr. Jackson stated at a recent Itoard meeting that you've
To reach all depanrrena 00 the newspaper.
just begun getting around with a walker. Everyone seemed surphone 753-1916
KENTUCKY
8. Cooperate with city, Chamber
prised to hear of sucl; strides in your recuperation. What does the
The Murray Ledger & Tines is a monster of
walker, instead of- a wheelchair, mean to you?
LOTTERY
and MSU for local economic growth
the Assooaied Press, Kentucky Press MaoA: I try to walk as much as...1.can. Eve even gotten to where, when
moon and Southern Newspapers Pubkshers
Assocutlion The Associated Press a excluit hasn't been muddy, to'walk out here in- the grass and try to move.
sively
entitled
to
netts
originated
by
the
Paid for by the Candidate, Bill Phillips,
around: I get claustrophobic in this room after -awhile. You don't
Murray ledger & Tram.
104 N.5th Street, Murray, KY 42071
know what it means to step outsidesand feel the grass.
0131110taallallifik $C NO Ill AMMON
(In part two of this series, W.A. discusses what life has been like
141111101111A1 GLOW
without his wife by his side, the time .he's missed from his job as
superintendent and his thoughts on family and friends throughout
Pick 3
this ordeal.)
5-9-8
The Pick
•Ex-Speaker...
2-6-12-14-21-35-45-49
FROM PAGE 1
was an attorney for Riverside
Cated she may have known of a
Downs.
scheme to fix the arbitration of a
"I know Bill was under a.lot
dispute between two race tracks, of pressure. I guess of the bunch,
in Henderson — Riverside
still consider Bill a friend,"
Downs and Ellis Park. She also Blandford said.
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue responded to a house fire at 11:17 a.m.
on Ky. 94 W. and Jones-Sparkman Road May 3. According to reports.
trucks were on the scene in 11 minutes and found the upstairs and roof
completely engulfed. CCFR public information officer Mike Sykes said firefighters went inside the house and had the blaze knocked down within 30
minutes. the two-story wood house, owned by Tommy Chavis and rented
by David Reed, was unoccupied at the time of the fit... Sykes said the
upstairs was heavily damaged by fire while the downstairs sustained moderate smoke and water damage. The state fire marsbalis office was galled
to investigate the cause and origin of the fire. Sykes said five trucks and 20
men were on the scene for more than four hours.--

Gorman to visit Murray

•

•
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PAUL JERRY LEE

Superior
In Education,
Experience,
And
Level of Experience

NURSE MIDWIVES SPECIALIZING IN
OBSTETRICS & OTHER WOMEN'S SERVICES
Wiih Niort.:.111
12: \X.k.,1 Walnut. Nlavticld, Kl 42:00.

Elect The
Qualified
Candidate
For Sheriff

4:l1ft. e ;0::4-

•28 years experience in Law Enforcement
•9 years as Chief of Police
•9 years as Criminal Investigator
*Member Kentucky Law Enforcement Council
*Attended FBI Academy. Quantico, VA
•Conunittee for Western Area Narcotics Force
•Graduate of Murray State University
•Taught Criminal Law at Murray State University
•600 hours of Law Enforcement Training
Eastern Kentucky Criminal Justice
Syste m

°IQ"r1 ?she

•Your vote kit an experienced
educated, hard working professional
can make a difference
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PERSPECTIVE
Murray Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON

ALICE ROUSE

Publisher

General Manager

Biology and other academic disasters
When I was in 10th grade. Mr.
MatDowell — who was also the
junior varsity basketball coach
was assigned to teach just about
all the biology classes at Metuchen High SchoOl. Including

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'

mine.
Mr. MacD. was a nice man, a
friendly sort of fellow. But as far
as any. of us kids could tell,

PUBLISHED BY MURRAY,NEWSPAPERS, INC.

basketball had been his major in
college, with biology, quite obviously, his minor.
We,seldom followed the biology book or curriculum that year,

WASHINGTON TODAY

Ghost of Vietnam
looms menacingly
in Bosnian debate
By WALTER MEARS
An AP News Analysis

WASHINGTON (AP) — Whcn teen-ager Bill Clinton met John F.
Kennedy in the Rose Garden 30 years ago; the' youthful Democratic
president was embroiled in policy debates and decisions that led to the
long, lost war in Vietnam. Now Clinton's White House is dealing with
Bosnian intervention questions no less difficult and potentially
divisive.
• For all that has changed since 1963, the dilemmas that faced Clinton's first political hero are not unlike those he faces in deciding how
to wield American force abroad, in this case in the Balkans, where
strife has been historically habitual.
So far, the policy has been one of-warnings, backcd by U.S. pressure on European allies for a policy of force if necessary, presumably
to include air strikes and an end to the United Nations arms embargo
that has left Bosnian Muslims outgunned by Serbian forces in ,the
year-old civil war.
And so far, it has gained at least the gesture of agreement by Bosnian Serbleader-Radovan Karadzic to:a peace plan accepted earlier by
Muslims and Croats. The administration is skeptical: shellfire in Bosnia continued on Monday and Clinton said what is needed is action,
not only Serbian agreement on words.
•
Until that happens, Clinton has said, he will continue planning on
military moves against the Serbs, who have occupied about 70 percent
of Bosnia-Herzogovina in a year,of bloody civil War and so-called
ethnic cleansing.
When, or if, there is a cease-fire and peace accord, the president
said Monday, the United States would be prepared to jotn a'United
Nations peacekeeping force "heavil) engaged in by_the Europeans"
to make it stick.
But he said he is not "interested m-sending our soldiers in there
into combat, into a fighting situation ...."
There has, however, been talk of assigning Americans as spotters
on the ground in the event the peace settlement fails and U.S. air
strikes are ordered. In fact, there are reports those troops already are
there.
Either way, the Balkans are perilous territory. Clinton said he
would explain his policy to the people "before I agree to put one
American soldier there ...."
"I would not make any such decision without a fulfiller consultation
With the Congress and discussing it directly with the AmeriCan people," he said.
In Kennedy's time, the _forces in Vietnam were advisers, about 9(10
when he took office in j961, some 16,0(X) by the summer of 1963.
They were fighting forces, and about 75 had been killed, but it was
early- 1965 before President Lyndon- B. Jotmson sent the first dcsig
nated American combat troops to Vietnam. By then, the United States
was bombing North Vietnam in an air campaign that Jasted -for eight
years-.
A divisive decade and two presidents later, the United States surrendered South Vietnam to the communist North.
The echoes of that traumatic conflict,-of the war Clinton opposed
and avoided, now haunt the debate over 'efforts to stop the ethnic killing in what was Yugoslavia. Rep. Johri Murtha, D-Pa., secs the Balkan
conflict as another Vietnam, where he served, and said he'd told Clin-

ton to "stay the hell out of there." The bombing option has its detractors in part because of the futility of that policy in- Vietnam.
In far different circumstances and situations, the basic issue remains
the same: how and when to send American troops abroad to face at
least the threat of hostile action.
George Bush decided to do it in Somalia to bring order for famine
relief, but avoided involvement in the Balkans. Candidate Clinton had
advocated a tougher U.S. policy, and had talked of using air power
against the Serbs.
When Kennedy succeeded Dwight D. Eisenhower, who had avoided
U.S. combat involvement in Southeast.ksia. the outgoing Republican
president told the new one that American troops probably would have
to be sent, unilaterally if U.S. -.allies would not help.
Yielding office to Clinton, Bush said the use of military force
abroad makes sense when the stakes warrant, whch• intervention can
be effective, and "where its applicatiOn_can be limited in scope•and
time ...."
In Senate testimony, Secretary of State Warren Christopher
endorsed similar guidelines and added:
"Is there an exit strategy? Can we get out quickly?"
Those were theoretical questions. They may soon require practical
answers.
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Constance Alexander
Ledger, & Ttrnes columnist
shiny plastic coyer if you Wanted
The National Enquirer. He'd ask
a good grade.
us if we thought. it possible for a
The report was only part of it.
boy to be born With talons, as
reported on the front page of his
Besides that, ,each student was
favorite tabloid. And he assigned
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debate topics about_ such biologipresentation, fully explaining the
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from the class as well as the
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For the rest of the year. Mr.
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open,
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write lab reports that were read
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In Mr. MacDowell's class, Friday was film day. Biology films.
Well, films related to biology.
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Heidegger's Experiment" that
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Each of us had to devise a sciof the waters of the Fountain of entific hypothesis, and then conYouth, the film was probably duct experiments to prove it. Of
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vance to 10th grade biology.
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Fur his- lecture material, Mr.
— the more pages in the report
MacDowell seemed to rely On
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Changes in our Schools
C.

A Commentary
Primary program means involvement

e
"The kids are so bu.sy the:.
ment. She works to please the teacher but gram, some parents, particularly those
By Marilyn Bailey
for Morgan this was wonderful. He's whose children'schoolshaveietinstituted time to cause problems. It's a1,1 so fiut for
Director of Communications
the primary process, have voiced ques- them and they're totally involved," said
incredibly motivated."
The Prichard Committee
Pat Cherry, a primary teacher at South
At the beginning of the next school tions about how this will work.
It's pretty obvious that twins Morgan
One frequently beard question involves 'West Elementary School-in Murray.
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the
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MURRAY TODAY
Newborns, dismissals and
deaths released by hospital
,.
Box 17, Hazel,
. One newborn admis,sion,- disJohn Ed McKendree, P 0. Box 12,
missals and two. euirations at
Ms Alpha Harlow, Rt. 5, Box
Clinton,
Murray-Calloway County Hospi620 B, Murray: Mrs. Odessa Brown,
Friday,.
April
30,
"have
tal for
At 1, Box 589, Hardin: been released as follows:
Mrs Bobbie Orr West, At. 1, Hazel;
. Newborn admission
James R. Price, 403 South Eighth St.,
Murray; Herbert Calhoon, At. 5. Box
Chambers baby girl, mother,
394, Murray,
Catherine, -1628 Main St.. Apt. 9.
Mrs. Martha Hutchens, At. 7, Box
Murray.
Dismissals
546. Murray; S.J. Waters, Rt. 1, Box
Robert McKinney, Rt. 1.- 'Box 427, 97, Sedalia; Merle Odanal, 106 Harbor
Barkley. Cadiz;
Clinton; Mrs. Patricia R. Phillips,- 1574
Mockingbird. Murray; Miss Marilyn
Mrs. Ann M. Alexander, Rt. 1. Box
Smith, Rt. 10, Box 152, Benton;
289, Gilbertsville; Mrs. Mary Bushart
Kelly Winters. e4:131 . Clarks River -and baby boy, At. 7. Box 329A,
Benton;
Rd., Raducah; William . Thompson.
Mrs. Gina Rogers and baby boy,
At. 2. Box 115, Hickory Voris. L. Crason, Rt. 1. Box 67, Ma' eld;
3806 oia Hopkinsyille Rd., Cadiz; Mrs.
Katharine Gray and baby girl, At 7,
Miss Candy Lee Mason, P.O. Box
55, Hazel Reggie -Lynn Young, Rt. 1.
Box 642, Benton
Expirations
Box 274A. Murray; WS. Linda Locke,
At.'3. Box 1002, Murray:
Mrs Reba Parrish, H-4 Southside
- ,_:
Bill D. Winchester, At. 5, Box .59,
Manor, Murray. Mrs. Gracie PrideMurray; Daniel J. Cope. P.O. Box 138,
more. 811 Hurt Dr., Murray.
Hardin; Thomas Fred Hughes, At. 2,
Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday.
May 1, have been released as
•
follows'

Glenda Brewer
bride-elect of
Keith Covey
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's ,
Bridal Registry
let1
imports.tore

1205B Chestnut • 753-1851

Pagliai's will be
moving to a larger
facility Monday,
May 3, 4, 5 & 6th
. to 970 Chestnut
St., Murray.

REOPENING*)
Friday, May 7th
at 11 a.m.

753-2975
-or

Newborn admissions
Burton baby boy, parents. Joyce

and Anthony, At. 6. Box 96, Paris.
Tenn.;
Fuller baby boy, parents, Diana and
William, 1017 Cowan, Paris, Tenn.;
Wilson baby girl, parents, Tina and
Kent, At. 1. Box 2698, Alm;
Thqmpson baby girl, parents, Cindy
and Steve, Rt 2,- Box 199, Maylield
. . Dismissals
Richard Ford, 1013 Payne St...Murray; Mrs. Carol A. Harrison, -1708
Ryan, Murray: Mrs. Ruby P. Fowler,
236 West Maple, Dresden, Tenn.,
Billy E Brandon, Rt. 8. Box 1147,
Murray; Miss Lowell D. Gingles, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray;
Thomas J. Hodges,- 828 South

Fourth St., Murray; Ms. Bobbie J. Wilcox, 502 South Sixth St., Murray;
Thomas Charles Nesbitt, At. 4, Box
261, Murray; ,Lowell C. King. 1103
Sycamore St.. Murray; Mrs. Fausteen
Elkins, 1504 Sy.camore St., Murray:
Mrs. May Simmons, 1,403 Hughes,
Murray; Mrs. Anna Dixon. 344 Maple
Grove. Cadiz; Mrs. Margie Fulton. G-2
Southside Manor. Murray.

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Education Committee of the Community Theatre will meet
tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 at Playhouse in the Park. The upcoming
Shakespeare Festival, summer workshops and programming for area
schools will be discussed. All -members and interested persons arc
invited to participate. For more information call the Playhouse at

Doll Club will meet Wednesday
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, May 5, at 11 a.m. at
Louie's Steak House, Murray. Larue Williams will conduct an auction with
each one bringing something pertaining to dolls to be auctioned. All members and interested persons are invited and urged to attend.

Youth Group plans fundraiser

Julia Marie Esser and
Robinson Paul Adams to marry

Esser and Adams vows
will be said on May 22
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Esser of Tallahassee, Fla., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Julia Marie
Esser, to Robinson Paul Adams, son of Dr. and Mrs. John H. Adams
itif Murray.
Ms. Esser is a 1981. honor graduate of Pasco Comprehensive High
School in Dade City, Fla. Currently she attends Calhoun Community
College and has-been accepted for admission to the University of Alabama at Huntsville to pursue a degree in nursing. She is employed by
Bechtel Engineering, Athens, Ala. .
Mr. Adams is a 1984 graduate of Murray High School and a 1988
graduate with a major in English from Murray State University. He is
employed as a technical writer by Intergraph Corporation at Huntsvil--le, Ala.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 22, at Sardis Baptist Church,
Union Springs, Ala.

CALENDAR

The Youth Group irorn First Christian Church will have a fundraiser on
Friday and Saturday, May 7 and 8, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the parking lot
of Piggly Wiggly. The youth will be selling BBO ribs ($8 whole and $4 half);
BBO chicken (15 whole and $2.50 half); and pork tenderloin sandwiches at
12.50 each. Funds from the event will be used for a mission trip in July.

VFW plaits installation
The Women's Auxiliary, as well as the men of Post 6291 of Veterans of
Foreign Wars will hold an installation of.officers on Thaursday, May 6, at 7
p.m. at the National Guard Armory on Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road.
Members are asked to note the change at date and meeting place.

Murray Civitans _plan meeting
Murray Civitans will meet Thursday, May 6, at 7 p.m. at Homeplace
Restaurant. Prtisident Wayne Williams urges all members to be present for
important business items and the annual officer election.

Hazel Club plans .senior luncheon
The Hazel Woman's Club will hold its Annual Senior Citizens',Iuncheon
on Saturday, May 8, at the Hazel Community Center. Lunch will be served
at noon for residents in and around the Hazel Community. Each person
attending will receive a "bag of goodies.” Door prizes will also be given.

Quilt Lovers party on Thursday
In honor of its 10th anniversary -the Murray Quilt Lovers will have* an
anniversary' party on Thursday, May 6, at 6 p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. There v.l11 be refreshments, games and prizes. All members, past
members. and all .persons interested in quilting are invited to attend.

-Four-H Rifle Team plans car wash

•

Calloway County
Rifle Team has rescheduled its car wash for Friday
May 7, starting at 3:30 p.m. at K-Mart parking lot on North 12th Street.
Donations will be taken for washing cars.

Masons will honor widows Friday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will continue the tradition of honoring the widOws of deceased brother Masons. "On Friday, May
7, at 6:30 p.m. the group will meet at Seven Seas Restaurant for a meal and
to pay tribute to these fine ladies," said R. Harmon, lodge member.' All
Masons are invited to come. Each Mason is asked to provide a meal for one
widow if possible as a memorial for a deceased Mason. •

Wednesday., May 5
Tuesday, May 4
Woman's
Cordelia Erwin Circle of South Pleasant
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway, Kappa Department of Murray
Grove United Methodist Church/t:30
County Hospital for Sunday, May Club/6:30 p.m/Temptations.Club/6:3,.0
p.m./church.
Murray Optimist
2, have been released as follows: p.m./Ilomeplace Restaurant.
Murray High School will present Cole Porter's musical, 'Anything Goes,"
Sharing Group of South Pleasant Grove
Dismissals
on Friday. Saturday and Monday, May 7, 8 and 10, at 8 p.m. and on SunKeptucky•Barkley Lake Bass n' Gals/7
United Methodist Church/7 p.m./home of
Max Crouch, Rt. 1, Murray. Mrs.
Clovis Brown. .
day, May 9, at 2 p.m. at Playhouse in Murray-Calloway County Park. Tickets
p.m./Louie's.
Mary E. Golightly, 622 Broad Si, MurOaks Country Club Ladies Bridge' with
at $5 per person will be available at the door.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
ray:Mrs. Willouise V. Outland: At. 4,
...Florence Hensley, hostess,/9:30 a.m.
building.
Box- 104-A, Murray.
Murray Country Club Ladies' Golf/9:30
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Mrs. Nancy Jennings, Rt: 3, Box
a.m.
Info/753-13082.
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will have an open meeting
331-A, Paris. Tenn.; Mrs. Martha Oliv-' Alcoholics Anonymous/open meeting/8
Board or Calloway County Public
on Thursday, May 6, at noon at the club house. This will be a sack lunch on
er, P:0 Box 44, Hazel; Miss Melinda
Library/4:30 p.m.
p.m./American Legion Hall. South Sixth
the club house patio. A garden tour of "The Story House Herb Farm" with
Ann Aldridge and baby girl, 741 Nash
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer meetand Maple Streets. Murray.
Cathleen Lalicker will follow. Mary Wells, department chairman, urges all
Dr.. Murray.
include
ing and Young Peoples' Class/6:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
members to attend.
F.astwood Baptist Church service/7:30
Mother's Day Out and -WMU
p.m.
meeting/9:30 a.m.; Dorothy Group with
Dexter Baptist Church Bible Study/6:30
-Estelle Gray/11 a.m.: Kathleen Jones
Murray Overeaters Anounymous will meet Wednesday, May 5, at 5:15
p.m.
Group With Laurinc Andrus/2 p.m.; Bea
p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all interested persons.
Westside Baptist Church events include
Walker Group with Anne Vinson/7 p.m.
OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all walks of life who meet in
business meeting/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events include
order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only
Memorial
Baptist
Church
events
include
Baptist Young Women/7 p.m/home of
requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is
Fellowship meal/6 p.m.; prayer service/7
Krista Boggess with Shand& Schaaf as
patterned after AlcoholicsAnonymous program. There are no dues, no fees,
p.m., Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m..
cohostess: Hattie Lee Galloway Group/7
no weigh-ins and no diets.
First United Methodist Church events
p.m./church.
include Covenant Prayer Group/10 a.m.;
First United Methodist Church events
Bell Choir/4 p.m.; .Chancel Choir/7:30
include Mother's Morning Out and UMW
Mt. Sinai Baptist Church near Buchanan, Tenn., will have special revival
Executive Council/9 a.m.;. Adult Disciple
services on Friday. Saturday and Sunday, May 7,8 and 9. A Youth EvangelFirst
PresbyterianChureh
-teems
-Daughter
:Mother
-Ribte—SUdy16 p.m.;
ism Team from Union University, Jackson, Tenn., will conduct services at 7
include Pre School/9 a.m. and 12:45.p.m.;
potluck/6:30 p.m.
p.m. on Friday and Saturday and at 6 p.m. on Sunday. The Rev. Perry
A.R.K./5 p.m.; Choir/6:30 p.m.
Prime Time/5" p.m./Memorial Baptist
Hardin, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service on Sunday. The public is
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church to go to Country Crossroads at
invited to attend.
Church
of
Chnst
Hardin.
University Church of Christ events
Kentucky Barkley Bass n' Gals/7
include Ladies' Bible Class/9:30 a.m. and
p.m./Louie's Steak House.
Calloway County Emergency Planning Committee will have a disaster drill
Bible classes/7 p.m.
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)/7
on Monday, May 17, at 6 p.m. Although the nature of this year's disaster will
First Christian Church events include
p.m./Chamber of Commerce- building.
not be disclosed until the exercise begins, it will involve in-agency communiEvangelism Committee/noon, Singles'
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224.
cation and cooperation. Peggy Billington, DES director, said she is presently
Support Group/5:30 p.m.; MotherTOPS Ky. 934/6 p.m./First Presbyterian' Daughter potluck banquet/6:30 p.m.;
in need of individuals to participate as 'victims." Any one interested in volun-.
Church.
Chancel Choir/7 p.m.
teering for this drill is asked to call the office at 753-1421 between 9 a.m. to
Delta Department of Murray Woman's
Grace BaPtist Church events include
noon and 1 to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
SECOND BIRTHDAY — KelClub/potluck salad supper/5 p.m./club
business meeting/7 p.m.. Weekly Workher
celebriped
see Jaye Knight
. .
house.
ers' meeting/8 p.m.
second birthday on Tuesday. Bereavement Support Group/4:30
First Baptist Church events include
March 30. Her parents are Jay
p.m./Murray-Calloway County Itospital.
Ladies' Bible Study/10 a.m.; Family
and Cindy knight of Murray. Calloway County Genealogical Society/4
Supper/5:30 p.m.; Teachers and
p.m./Public Library Annex.
Workers/6 p.m.; Library. open/6:15 p.m.:
Her grandparents are Larry
Murray Tourism Commission Business
Children's Choir Awards and Program.
and Shirley Dunn and Jimmy
After Hours Poolside Reception/4:30-6
World Changers, Praise/6:30 p.m.; Sancand Theresa Knight, all of p.m./Holiday Inn.
South dealer.
realize that his initial assessment of
•
tuary Choirf7:45 p.m.
Murray.
Murray High School events include Ten- Neither side vulnerable
his prospects may have been premaWednesday, May 5
nis team hosts St. Mary's/3:30 p.m.; SoftNORTH
ture. The difficulty lies in the fact
Volunteers watch students as PTO serves
ball Team hosts St. Mary's/4m.; Base86•
lunch to teachers at Robertson and Carter.
that although dummy's king ofclubs
ball at fi4Cif§/4:30 p.m.„
Centers.
•6 5 4 2
is the game-going trick, there is no
Racial Sensitivity Program/9
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
•.1 10 5
way to reach dummy to collect it.
Murray
State
Center.
a.m.-noon/Curris
County Ilospital/Chestnut Hills Shopping
•K 84 3
Try as he might, South will find
University.
Center, Murray./8:30- it •30 a.m and
.•
WEST
EAST
himself fighting a losing battle. If,
Administration of (ID test/8
1230.3 p.m.
4109-5
for example,he trial to get to dummy
a.m./COuniatrig and Testing Center, Ord- •K 72
Senior Golf Group/8 a.m./Miller Memor93
11QJ 108
by leading hie remaining low diaial Golf Course.
way Hall. Murray State. Info(762-6851, 110
•7
mond toward the 10-5, West simply
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open •Q 98 4 2
senior citizens' activities.
•
4965
1410 a m .4 15 pm
•Jr072
takes the queen,leaving South with
Hazel Ceatertopeo 10. a.m.-2 p.m./for
Natio-est Scouting Museum/open 9
SOUTH
the blank A-K eppeeit• the 10.
senior citizens' activities
a.m.-4.30 p.m.
•A J 4 3
• The solution is not really diffi-

*Anything Goes' will be presented

Garden 'Department will meet

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday

Mt. Sinai Church plans services

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked_every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
at

Loretta Jobs
REALTORS'
303 North 12'
University Square

Emergency drill planned May 17

Contract Bridge
Slow and Steady Wins the Race

SUBSCRIBE

Saturday
May $1993
700 p.m.
MSLI Lovett
Auditorium

MEGA
FOOD BAR
SALADS
MEATS
VE(X;I ES
I ESSERTS
Served Monday thni Thurg.daN at 5 p m.

turn #eu

0:p•s Moa. dire Oat. at 4 p.m. Closed Ihumiskys
Hwy. NI Nara • 111114141

•-A K 7
• A K 63
•A Q
rhf, bidding
South
West
North East
i
Pass
Pass
Pass
ipening lead --- four of diamonds
Today's deal looks no easy to play
that the casual player might wonder
'What', the problem' Yet then. is a
trap that in likely to snare many
unsuspecting dectoren.
Assume West leads a diamond
against three notrump 1)ocl•rm
pauses briefly to count his winners
and see, rune in plain view — sae
spade. two hearts. three diamond,
and three clubs Having made this
determination, he puts up drie/PARja
park of diamonds, which hahls. sad
then cashes the A 44 of
s
At this mink Ilse& booms Is

•

cult,provided deelarer negotiatesthe
first hurdle. Before he plays to the
opening trick, he should note the
ebmpliestion thatalias in dubs and
take immediate stops to unravel ths
situation.
Thiscan be done easily by playing
the five of diamonds from dummy
rather than the jack or ten. Bast's
seven is taken with the king and the
A-4 ef dubs are lambed. Smith then
leads a Ira diamond towards the J10.
West eon take his queen now or
Wee, but the. moult is the same in
either ease Nine tricks are assured_
rea•rdlen of what the delletidera do
Whist the deal pasta up is that
lb* iguanato play a high dinimend
aseaa y et trick Mie BRIM he
siortiodusuiUtelbandisersoirad adi
•whale Itt Aber yr& lea Whew
pee leset

••••• •••••
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SPORTS
Celtics star betrayed by heart

Van Breda Kolff
not restrained
by alma mater's
,academic policy

There—is a "strong probability"
that; at age 27, the best
AP Sports Writer
basketbalrplayer on the Boston
Celtics , will never play again
BOSTON — Reggie Lewis, an
because of heart problems, team
athlete - in full stride, galloped
physician Dr. Arnold Scheller
upcourt.
He started to stumble at Ow _ said Monday.
But later, Scheller appeared to
3-point arc. He fell to the left of
soften his remarks, saying it was
the foul line. The right hand that
difficult to determine if Lewis
laynched so many perfect shots
will play again because "we only
--reached down to soften the
got to the stage where we figured
impact.
The blow couldn't have been (his condition) out. We hadn't
done the next step of testing to
more jarring.
figure out how you can control
In that instant, he was transit."
-formed from a foe to be feared
Lewis inherited the captain's
into a man facing a frightening
future. That quickly, years of role from Larry Bird. who retired
before this season. In his sixth
hard work were betrayed by his
season, .he was approaching his
lithe and seemingly fit body.
By HOWARD ULMAN

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— New Vanderbilt coach Jan
van Breda Koff( says he is the
perfect recruiting tool, proof a
person can meet the school's
academic standards and still
play in the NBA.
-A lot of people look at
acadcmic institutions like Vanderbilt and say they can't compete on the national level
because of the academic constraints, and that's totally
false," van Breda Kolff said
Monday.
A 1974 Vanderbilt graduate.
van Breda Kolff spent 11 years
playing professionally before
turning to coaching. He was an
assistant at Princeton for five
years before spending the past
two seasons at Cornell as head
coach.
Van Breda Kolff, 41; said
he will be ableto pitch Vanderbilt vet)/ well since he is
proof a student can receive an
education while learning the
game well enough to play in
the- NBA.
Van Breda Kolff was
offered the Vanderbilt job
Sunday night, about a month
after Eddie Fogler left the
Commodores for South Carolina just after being named
coach. of the year.
Van Breda Kohl inherits a
'team that went 28-6 under
Fogler while winning the
Southeastern Conference
regular-season championship
and reaching the round of 16
in the NCAA tournament.
Three starters return: SEC
co-player of the year Billy
McCaffrey, 6-foot-9 center
Chris Lawson and Ronnie
McMahan. Most of the squad
'is on summer break, so van
Breda Kolff will have to
arrange 'their first meeting.

Under the rather severe standards established by Randy Johnson and Chris Bosio, Seattle's
Erik Hanson was battered by
Boston Red Sox.
By any other standard, Hanson
was terrific.

the

He added that he told Lewis,
"this is' serious. You can die
from this."

Lewis had experienced duii
ness in a game March 24 against
Miami. He left it briefl). hut'.
returned and scored 22 Points
()ain't said doctors don't think
that is connected to his ,:ollapse.

Lewis apparently has the same
ailment — cardiomyopathy —
that killed Hank Gathers, a player
for Loyola Nlarymount who collapsed during a game March 4,

But Lewis, his future suddenly
in doubt, searched for other
answers and checked himself out
of New England Baptist'Hospital,
the team's primary hospital,
against the Celtics' and his doctor's wishes at 11:30 p.m. EDT
Sunday.

1990.and died within two hours,
Scheller said. The condition damages heart tissue and can cause an
irregular heartbeat.

He checked into Brigham and
Women's Hospital, where several
He averaged 20.8 points (111
days of tests were begun —year for the second
Monday.
season.

The 6-foot-7 shooting guard.
already was a Boston la:iirite
when the Celtics dratted him in
the first round in 1t)87 out ot
Northeastern, a cit -school_ lie
averaged less than nine minute,per game :IS a rookie. but .L.ored
at least 17 'wits per game in
each of the next Ilse seamm,

Rockets storm back
with 111-99 victory

By BOB GREENE

AP Sports Writer

By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer

The Charlotte Hornets have a
short NBA history, having joined
the league just five years ago.
And, as might be expected:their
first home playoff game had an
historical bent.
Dell Curry, one of the first
players chosen by the Hornets' in
the expansion 'draft, and Larry
Johnson, Charlotte's No. 1 pick
two years ago, combined Monday
night to-lead-the Hornets to a
119-89 victory over the Boston
Celtics and a 2-1 lead in their
best-of-5 series.
Curry.xored 27 points, 14 in
the second quarter. In the series'
first two games, both played at
Boston, Curry had 15 points total.
Tonight, Chicago will be at
Atlanta, New York at Indiana.
Seattle at Utah and Phoenix at the
Los Angeles Lakcrs.

tie with idle Detroit in the American League East, and Seattle
pulled within .2V2 games of the
lead in the AL West as Cleveland
knocked off division-leading
California 5-4.

re'

Assocalea Press pholo
Houston center Ilakeem Olajuwon 1341 dominated the Clippers,
scoring 32 points to give the Rockets a 2-1 series lead..

LOS ANGELES — Jolted by a
loss•to the Clippers in Houston,
the Rockets. stormed back Monday night with a 111199ivictory
over Los Angeles to take a 2-1
lead in their playoff series.
Otis Thorpe scored 17 of his
22 points in the first half as the
Rockets took command, then
Hakcem Olajuwon had 24 of.his
32 points in the second half as
Houston sta.yed comfortably
ahead. •
"In the first half, Otis was
dominant. In the second half, I
took over. We took turns," said
Olajuwon, who also had 12
rebounds and idocket1 four shots.
Olajuwon made 14 of 20 shots
from the floor and Thorpe was 8
of II and had nine rebounds as
the Rockets dominated inside.
—.They put everybody down on
the baseline and we couldn't apply the pressure," Clippers coach
Larry Brown said. "And when
we got behind, we did the same
thing we seem to have done all
year, try to catch up too soon. We
didn't realize there was a lot of

M GUTTERS

EARN

Quality Work at a fair price.

6.20r"(
\\it

I UM\\l

1

i1411,
I NI? ‘N,
i\I)1 NH
‘I:1 -.I
II \10.1 • \I'l

game left to play."
Danny Manning led Los
Angeles with 23 points and Mark
Jackson had 21.
The Clippers had beaten the
Rockets -.95-83 in the second
game of the series, last Saturday
at Houston, but Los Angeles fell
behind immediately in Game ;
and never" seriously threatened.
Houston, playing tough
defense, took advantage oh the
slow start by the Clippers, who
scored just eight points in the
first seven minutes of the game.
The Rockets pulled out'to a 16-K
lead and ..Los Angeles got no
closer than six points the rest oh
the game.
Houston led 55-40 at halftime.
and, with Olajuwon scoring 16
points in the third period, wa%
ahead -88-71 heading into the
final period.
The Clippers staged a mild rally late in the game, closing lo
97-86 with _5:42 remaining. But
Olajuwon hit a ,10-footer oil. a
rebound to build the lead hack to
13 points with 5:21 lelt and the
threat was over.

SCOREBOARD

Actions& Reactions

Jane Rogers Ins.

GYMNASTICS

'See me for all your family insurance needs'

305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

733-9627

In other games on an abbreviated schedule; Oakland beat
New York_ 4-2 and Texas beat
Milwaukee 9-2.
There were no games in the
National League.

Although he allowed nine hits,
Hanson spread them sufficiently
to beat Boston 2-0 Monday and
extend two impressive streaks.
It was Seattle's third straight
Hanson flirted with trouble all
shutout over Boston, following
night, giving up hits to leadoff
Johnson's four-hitter on April 21
batters in four innings and allowand Bosio's no-hitter the next ing at least one hit in each inning
day. And it increased Hanson's of work. But he gave up no extrapersonal shutout streak to 22 1-3 base hits and no walks.
innings over three games.
Hanson hasn't allowed a run in
"Randy and Bosio and myself three starts. He pitched 8 2-3
are all, front-line starters. We innings in a 1-0, 11-inning loss to
New York on April 24, and seven
always had that chance" to throw
shutouts, said Hanson, who
improved to 4-0 by blanking Bos- innings in a 4-0 win over Cleveland four days later.
ton for 6 2-3 innings.
The bad-luck victim of the
Yet it hardly figures that Seattle would beat up on Boston, shutout was Frank Viola (4-2).
which was off to its best start touched for tuns on Jay Buhncr's
ground-rule double
ever (9-1) at hitter-friendly Fen'and Rich Amaral's fifth-inning
way Park.
Boston fell out of a first-place single.

—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

Lewis "dodged-a bullet" when
he collapsed. Scheller said.

Curry leads
hot Hornets
past Boston

Seattle's No. 3 hurler
throws shutout at Sox
By The Associated Press

prime. He was finally receiving
recognition as one of the NBA's
premier players.
But last Thursday, all that
came tumbling down when Lewis
hit the floor midway through the
first period of the Celtics' opening 112-101 win against the
Hornets.

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

EqZji „jab
10•1.1111A1dtt

State Farm Insurance CoMEAMAS
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES

Lynda Cochran Gymnastics recently hosted a "Spring Tumble' at Murray State. Pictured are local participants: (front row, from left) Jessica
Norsworthy, Rebecca Boyd. Aaron Pitman, Crissy Gream. Lara Cousey
(middle) Kala Morton. Amanda MeCuiston, Brittany Overby. Stacey Lee,
Angela Armstrong, Shannon Cousey, (back) Abby Jonas, Michelle Scarbrough, Amanda Carter, Misty Starke

MURRAY HEAT BASEBALL
Murray Heat split their first two games in the Lone Oak Tournament
over the weekend In the first game, the Heat defeated Presley of Lone
Oak 5-4. Heath Brown drove in the winning run in the seventh inning after
Kyle Miller had doubled Clitt Darnell also singled in two runs. Jay McGhee
and Ryan Gelb hit safely also Miller and J.D. Thieke combined to all four
hits and 011ie out seven The Murray pitchers did not issue a walk the
entire game
In the second game. the Central Paving Cardinals came from behind in
the final inning to defeat the Heat 11-4 Thurman Foster homered and
singled, Thieke and Matt Keel singled in runs and Clint Myatt and Jeremy
. &lowing four h+ts and one
Weber also had Pelts Keel pitched four e
run Murray, Reidland, and Lone Oak Wlifillinpry the final round of the Aix
team tournament next Saturday

All Times CDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
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9
625
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15 10 600
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14- IQ " 563 1
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14 11
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400 56
10
15
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9 14
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Wein Diseion
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591 —
13
9
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542 I
11 .11
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480 2'.
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417 4
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,
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I; 605 p
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0
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Pniiiaoaapaia
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Momreal
CniCa90
Pdtaburgn
Florida
New Vol.
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—Replacement Windows

INVESTMENTS

'Lifetime Guarantee'

CALL
753-7020
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COLT LEAGUE TRYOUTS
Colt League tryouts tor boys aces 15 16 will be held Saturday. May 8 at
6 p m at the Colt League field at Pie old city park at th• corners of 8111 and
Payne Streets

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 121h (Nat Ts Century 21) 753-9527

—Vinyl Siding

FREE ESTIMATES
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*New and Used •Lowest Prices!
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Chris Owens explains his science fair project "Which Citrus Has
the ‘lost Juice," to his second grade classmates at Robertson
Elementary. Owen won first place at the Murray State University
Science Fair.

Ricky Harness sketches Jeremy Norvell's portrait in preparation
for writing their rules for life in Ruth Ann Futrell's eleventh
grade English class at Calloway County High School

Greg Billington and Crystal Wyatt use the buddy system to construct their Mr. Potato Man by working in twos to share ideas and
co-operate. The students, who are in Charlotte Colson's primary
class at North, then told the class a story about their creation.

Later, other students repeated the ..st,rk.

Calloway County Middle School TNT seventh grade "Students of
the Week" for the month of January are (from left) Jennifer
Hughes, Shane Burkeen, and David Gordon.
Calloway County Middle School TNT seventh graders test_princi-

pies of flight in Rebecca Frizzell's math class. The student draw
conclusions on the manipulation of certain variables and the
resulting flight information. Pictured are: Emily Pyle, Erin
Smotherman, Nikki Burks, Kelly Travis, Shea Forrester and
Grant Orr.

Carter third grade student teacher, Sharon McKinsey, and student. IXori Tabers add animals to the Rain Forest mural during a
unit on the ecology.

Music is a universal language. People express their feelngs in
many parts of the world by making instruments. Students in Doll
Redick's Primary 3 and 4 Rainbow class at East Elementary
demonstrate homemade musical instruments: Pictured -are: (front
row) Ashley Hannon, April Thomason.(back row) Chase Duncan.
Angie Warren and David Crittendon.

Jason Herbert (center) explains the identification or various species of mussels found in this area. He also discusses commercial
musseling and their economic value. Also pictured is Drew
Harrell.

Sexenth-grader Bryan Dennison (center), shares part of his Civil
War collection with fifth graders at Murray Middle School. He
discussed some important facts concerning the Civil War with
Lanette Dunes fifth grade Social Studies class. Pictured with Dennison is Carla Rutherford, Renaldo Hill, Lpe Dennison and Matt
( lemson.

a.

Students in Sherry Monroe's fourth grade class at Southwest
Elementary are working with geoboards after a matheliesson in
geometry. Pictured are: Beth Rhody, student teacher;Nrandon
Williams and Kyle Kirks.

Southwest Elementary emphasized "Drug Free Schools Week"
with a visit from Safety Pup during a school-wide assembly. Addie

•

Fr„%yin was picked from the audience to join in the fun.

ank.
4••11' Slephrn% and Summer McCurdy, entr:t-letel students .it
kohertsiiri Elementary. use peer tutoring to help v.' h other re.rd

itt

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).
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Classified

ANNUL Nt-EMEN
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

010
020
025
030
040
050

I

MISCELLANEOUS

EMPLOYMENT
060
070 ...

E,
..a.ipment
Lp.est..,ck & Supplies
Puu,tr), & Supplies
Produce
Feed • Stood

370
390
400
SSO

Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
SERVit ES

Farm

410

Public Sale

540

For Trade

Situation Wanted
090
100............Business Opportunity

560

Free Column

110 ................................1nstruc Lion

570 .

Wanted

230
250
290
530

FOR AVON'S *ANEW and
SKIN SO SOFT Bath Oil
Avon Service Call
753-1915 Sam-8pm

PSYCHIC Festival Paducah. KY Executive INN
Saturday, May 8.
TOam-8pm Sunday. May
9, 10am-6pm Readings.
vending booths, demonstrations Free lectures every 15 minutes with admission of $5

renews INOUNDIS 1•11LC0INI5

ALLIANCE
TRACTOR

rSAL.ER TRAMNG
LES•111014.

PiTE

Pagliai's
is
moving to 970
Chestnut, May
3,4,5& 6th and
will be closed.

RE-OPENING
Fri., May 7th
at 11 a.m.

500 CASH REWARD
for information leading to arrest and
conviction of perr•on(s) who took trailer
from Cadiz Construction site. Interstate
Trailers, Inc. Trailer model 20 DT.

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

365

For Sale Or Lease

300

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

, 310
It.Vs.SP( llt 1.1110N
470
Motorcycles 320
480
Auto Services
485
Auto Parts
490
Used Cars 330
495 .....................Van.
500
Used Trucks 340
Campers
510
520
Boats & Motors 360

1993 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
nandarized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The pan A deductible
you, or your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $676 in
1993.
For more information
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide 1-800455-4199
"our 31st year of service"
AURORA Pizza Magic Ge
nuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros, Open all year . at
5pm Closed Mon and
Tues.
474-8119.
1-800-649-3804
GRAND Opening Gngerbread Lady's Candy & Gift
Shoppe. Open Tues-Sat
8-5. 437-4561.
MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
physic, gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment

Call: 502-522-6014
America's Second Car

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545

UglijDuckling
ETAGEMEr2311
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Mobile Homes For Rent

• Lots For Sale

Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Fr Rent or Lease

450 .

Farms For Sale

460

Homes For Sale

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

WANT to lose a little weight
or alot Try, First Place a
Christ Centered Health
Program For more information call 753-5400 or
436-2657
050

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Lost
And Found

By Way of the
Grapevine
Antiques & Gifts
New selection of herb wreaths & swags, southwestern
afghans & more afghans, placernats & napkins,copper,
pewter, lamps, graniteware, cow & apple kitchen
accessories, silk geraniums & sunflowers. Come by for
the "unique' Mother's Day Gift!
(Girt certificates & Bridal Registry)
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10 AM-5 PM Sun. 2-5 PM

LOST Rat Terrier, white
w/black spots, has collar,
answers- to Peanut Re
ward' 489-2580, 345-2602
LOST, Reward $1001 Small
fluffy tabby cat, Vicinity of
12th or 13th of Olive
753-4828.
060
Help
Wanted
BABYSITTER needed
Days and nights Must have
references Call 753-1078
DANCERS, waitresses
$500 plus wkly 642-4297
after 6pm. Doll House Hwy
79E, Paris, Tn

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact

Tiny at 7111406

Agency

TAKING
APPLICATIONS
Pockets Food
Mart
12th & Chestnut
needs friendly,
reliable people
for all shifts.
Please apply in
• person.

PART time receptionist
needed for local insurance
office light typing some
computer background
helpful Send resume to PO
Box 1145 Murray. Ky
42071

DISK harrow, Kewanee
new, 21ft, special price
$7900 Bush Hog rotary
cutters special discount
prices, 5 to 20 ft Loaders,
Bush Hog brand for-all trac
HEAT pump Trane
tors Field cultivators Kul
ton nearly new. $1095 bros. 2411 with finish bar
436 5018
row, like new $4900 Allis
LET us make your clothes. field cultivator 2311 with fin
alter and repair Uniforms ish harrow, new $5950
and sportswear
rentals B&G Equipment Paris, Tn
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's 800-727 0895
See' and Sew Country
Square, 1608 N 121 Mur
ray 753 6981

SPECIAL purchase' 5hp
horizontal shaft Briggs &
Stratton engine $189
Keith's Lawn & Tractor 80
East Main 759 9831
UPRIGHT piano & dining
room suit for sale
759 1180

SALES person needed
sewing experience neces
WHEELHORSE 20 horse
sary Apply at Murray Sews
hydramatic 46" mower
ing Center Bel Air Shoop
350 lb loader, weight box
mg Center
dual rear wheels snow
SECRETARIAL position blade., down pressure
available, 30 hours per grader like new New Ku
week computer skills es bota generator, heavy duty
Ernest Jennings 24 volt
senile! References re
quired Send resume to PO electric wheel chair, will
Box 1040F,Murray Ky carry anyone over 300 lbs
1978 Pace Arrow RV with
42071
Mitchell gear splitter, lots of
extras 436 2000
WIDE band 1ct diamond
cluster ring 753 0621 from
5 30 9 00pm only

mcDonaicts
IN at

070

ELECTRIC stove, excellent
condition $250 Table & 6
chairs, microwave cart
Must sell Call after 5pm
753 4760

INEL/US BARGAIN BIN

Domestic
& Childcare

Pogue Ave.
759-9940

1109

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable & exper
ienced, references Call
Linda 759 9553

ANTIQUES by the piece o
GYMNASTICS instructo, collections CaN 753 9431
needed for part time sum
after rtort
met lob 753 6705
(lAS it p.1,
1 tot good used
rifles
shotguns and pie
HOUSE painter 3yes
pertence or vocattor.T !ois Be-son Sporting
17th
) S
raining required Wage cie (100rIt `, 11.
ponds upon emperienc e YU'
Issas onthnokl 753 240'
,
0
E L)
-)#), 00•11 (:))1
leave message
)

1 SET of tables, consists o
2 dr commode table 1, 2d
coffee table 2, 2dr end
tables excellent condition
753 1411 after 6pm or all
day Sat

Clean Used Furniture, Appliances. and Mac Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
We buy furniture.

CLASSIFIED

Best ottei
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

MID SOUTH Musicians
Network Get listed in &
receive a directory of area
musicians & technicians of
all shapes & sizes (pros
amateurs) Phone for free
brochure' (901) 642 0773
OVATION Celebrity guitar
Electricacoustic cutaway
in great shape only 9
months old black in color.
hardshell case included
$525 Gall 753 0463 for in
formation after 5pm
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk. 753 9600

KEN TENN Investigations
owner J B Wilburn specia
lizing in criminal civil
domestic and insurance in
vestigatiOns 14 years law
enforcement experience
Bel Air Shopping Center
50 2 7 5 3 38 6 8
502 436 6099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
14x56 1981 CHAMPION
mobile home includes
deck & underpinning
$6500 753 7953
1973 FLEETWOOD 24x48
3br, 1 bath central air, re
frigerator & stove stay Ask
mg $14,500 will negotiate
759 9155

1984 FLEETWOOD 14x60
frt kit, 2br. gas $8995 Ph
502-5275253

OB/NURSERY DIRECTOR - wanted!
This position is responsible and accountable
for providing leadership and development of
the Birthing Center. Looking for an individual who wants a challenge and considers
themself to be creative and resourceful.
Management experience preferred.
107 bed acute care facility in the final stages
of building. Must be a graduate from an
approved School of Nursing and current])
licensed by the Ky. SI2le Board of Nursing
Salary commensurate with competitive hen
efits Contact Human Resources. Community
Hospital, P.O. Box 1099, Mayfield, Ky
42066 E0E/M/F/H/V

ad

woollIsi

140101•1110•HIM

eel 7131515

CLASSIFIEDS
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IIIMP 46 sot tiliefey
imam tonsil 436 444/
law PONTIAC, amid
ofelime maim Abe swine
4 sewn
gee, Wale
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I MD isiftemsese 9.0*
swello aim ousil eltam
IV& Walk MO /02 WO
SOW"swim.
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256 per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 61 per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

1993 14x52 2br $10,500
1993 14x.
56 2br, $11,500
1993 14x65 3br, $12,900
1993 14x70 3br, $17900
1993 16x80 3br $19,900
1993 28x48 3br, $22.900
Jack Thompson Terry
Lynch Lakeland (Duality
Homes,641 North Benton
Ky 527 5253

LARGE commercial build
ing on University campus
Call 753 2967
OFFICE for rent on 641
Call 759 1033
110
Want
To Rent
PROFESSIONAL couple
looking for 3br home to rent
for approx 4-Syr in Murray
area
For approx
$450 500/mo Have refer
ences 759 1347

2BR apts spacious, all
appliances including
washer & dryer $450/no
'753 4573
2BR duplex in Northwood
Lease & deposit $325'mo
753-8715
2BR duplex, central tva
appliances furnished
Available now in Westwood
Subdivision Coleman RE
753 9898

2BR garage apt. central
h/a, new stove & refrigera
BEST Home Center Hwy
tor, very nice condition 1 yr
45E Milan TN New gov
lease plus deposit,
ernment money available
$325/mo Phone 753-2376
for mobile home loans Bade
2BR located close to MSU
credit in the past but have
campus, wooded lot, lots of
re established we can help
you buy a new mobile
, 3,4BR apts, furnished, privacy, $325/mo, deposit
home Call toll free v ry nice, some with required 753 8755 leave
message
1 800 282 3781 Credit ap
asher & dryer, near MSU
plication taken over the No pets Also room for rent 2BR near MSU Central
phone
753-6111, 753-1252 days Reat & air, available now
753•0606 after 5pm
$300/mo, appliances &
COMPLETE mobile home
services Phone and cable 1BR & studio apt available, lawn maintenance turn
Embassy Apts
installation Gallirnore appliances furnistled Cole- ;shed
753-9898
Electric 759 1835
man RE 753-9898
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027
1989 CONCORD 14x70
mobile home 2br, 2 bath
with lacuzzi. catherdal ceil
ings large deck, landscap
ing on approx 2 ac.res over
looking pond Lynn Grove
area extremely nice
753 9959 gam-5pm, after
tem 489 2068
WANT to buy 2 or 3br
mobile home reasonably
priced Also need to rent
trailer lot, preferrably in
country 436-2779

Mobile
Homes Fix Rent
2BR water and appliances
urnished Coleman RE.
753 9898
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dm
tance to college 753 5209

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-4109

2BR, Sherry Lane Estates
New & very nice All ap
plianoes furnished, central
h/a, quiet neighborhood
Coleman RE 753-9898

2BR, 2 bath duplex, appliances. furnished, central
gas heat & air, with garage,
wid hook-up Northwood Dr FURNISHED 2br lakefront
$475/mo . 1 mo deposit, 1 apt No pets $300/mo.
year lease No pets $100/ deposit 436-2402
753 2905
MUR-CAL Apartments now
2BR apt appliances, central accepting applications for
h/a wid hookup, $400/mo 1, 2 and 3br apartments
plus deposit Northwood Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
753-5731 or 759-4686
-2BR apt in Northwood
$270/mo 759-4406

NICE 2br duplex cenkal
gas h/a, stove, refrigerator
28R apt, large rooms, very 8. dishwasher furnished
near MSU for up to 4 stu- Washer/dryer hook up 1 ./7
dents,washer, dryer. yrs old on North Wood Dr
stove, refrigerator furn $400/mo plus deposit No
'shed Coleman RE pets Days 753-1953.
753 9898
nights 753-0870

TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
NO DOWN PAYMENT

ikrwrindif

285
Mobil.
Home Lots Foe Rent
dr, kitchen, full
2BR
bath located in Almo
Heights Available'immedi
ately 753 5432

MOBILE home spaces in
new court 20 miles from
Murray Can accomodate
, only 60ft length or less $75
rent $75 deposit
753 7953

1550SQ.FT.BRICK HOME FOR $49,900. New 3
Br.Ranch,energy efficient, brick home with 2full
baths, fireplace, central heat & air, vaulted
ceiling, dishwasher, range, skylight, and many
more amenities. Custom built on crawl space.

tAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Over 6,000 Satisfied Customers Sine, 1958
(502)582-1800

(5021r.54-3267

Basement, Garage, and Other Options Available
4 CAR clean up shop of
lice paved lot air
753 4509
641N IN same building as
Auto Dealer Supply Inquire
at Auto Dealer Supply for
details 753 5585
BUILDING to lease For
malty Walters Pharmacy
519 So 12th Murray Call
Benson s Spotting Goods
753 1342
COMMERCIAL building tot
rent Great locenon on 12th
Shoe irstils lotant parsing
Call 753 7435 day or
753 3966 at -night
FOR Atint amines' Retail
or Office Space in S Sale
Shopping Center
75.3 4509 or 7539612

the
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Reader Ads:

1

111% • HOME HEALTH
web flexible ic Welles

Ill

1991 SOUTHERN Livin 14x70 3br, 2 bath al
electric $12,900 ph
502 527 5253

1980 12x60 PARTIALLY
furnished $5900
436 2684

eilti SST

sier by eet•1a••

$5 00 Column Lich
Display Ada
4011. Chemin( 2nd Rae.
dOM Disputant ard Ran.
(All 3 Ads Mutt Ran Withtn 6 Day Fowl
81 75 per column inch sum fie Tserasy(Shop
ping Guide)

Business
Rentals

280

Now Hiring!!
Full & part time
shift available.
Must be willing
to work
weekends.
Apply in person
at McDonalds,
Murray.

balls for sale $4.8 up
of golf

160
Home
Furnishings

Cla,ssified Ad Ratea
Display Ads

300

FORMAL dresses for sale
or rent Great for socials
cruises class reunions pa
geant & prom Call
527 8899

MOTORCYCLE helmets
MIG welders and general camping supplies, carnouf
helpers needed immedi lage clothing, new & used
ately Apply in person guns Jerry's Sporting
Vegan Metal 328 8980
Mayfield
Goods
247 4704
PART time 20 25 hours per
week for local business of MURRAY parts available at
lice Send resume to PO Keiths Lawn & Tractor
Box 70 Murray Ky 42071 759 9831

FIELD Director high in
come potential 27yr old
tewelry manufacturing firm
Must be able to manage
214 387 3919

$5 A .4Week!
Only
rune
11

MEIW111\1111,̀1Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Bay
........ ..Arucles For Sale
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Steeling Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Fire wood
Musical
Miscellaneous
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies

Farm
Equipment

DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
090
positive advances , for the
Position
future? We have 22 JOB
Wanted
OPENINGS for people bewanted in
SEWING
sobs
tween the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in eluding formal wear
school. Call 753-9378 five 753-1061
days a week between
120
8 00am-3.00pm We are an
EOE This protect is funded
Computers
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry Council
NEW letter quality cobo
JTPA
printer
753 7001

Diml-Ailiwry4ce I. .4 han4ty 4lip twit section miming cacti
Mondav it% 1 he t tettatiailea ill You stet ea 2x I dimitay ed. r,uLsry
prirrli at 26 60. kw

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

ion
Help
Wanted

Notice

nt."1:cff:Satc.74::45.61

280

REAL ESTATE SALEs

060

Notice

LEARN TO DR VE
TRACTOR • TRALERS

HE tl ESTATE RENTAL

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

020

020

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion oftheir ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Tunes will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m
p.m.
p.m.

11%1( ht I

190

ALIZISIMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition.......
....Wednesday 3
Saturday'Edition
Thursday 3
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIEDS
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'r •

15n

370
Livestock
& Supplies
NEW 21x duplex, central
h/a, appliances, carport,
$400/mo. 1817 Ridgewood No pets 753-7457
NICE 3br,stove & refrigerator furnished, carpet
throughout, central h/a,
available May 1 $450/mo
plus deposit No pets 105
No 16th St Days 753-1953
Nights 753-0870

REGISTERED Racking
gelding, excellent show &
trail riding horse Pretty verstile 2yr old filly 753-9390
WHEAT straw, square
bales. Delivery available
753-5107 or 753-4003 after
5pm
YOUNG Simental-cross
cows with calves
489-2628

NOW taking applications
for Section 8low rent housing Apply in person at
Pets
SupplIss
Southside Manor, 906_
Broad St Extended, beAKC Pomeranian 8 week
tween 8am-12noon. No
Oki,puppies Call 492-8749
phone calls please. Equal
leave message
Housing Opportunity.
AKC Registered Cocker
TAKING applications for
Spaniel puppies. 4 male, 2
section 8 rent subsidized
female Black w/white
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedmarkings. $60. 527-7605.
rooms, handicap accessible Equal Housing Oppor- AKC registered Toy pootunity Apply Hilldale Apts dles, also AKC registered
Hardin. Ky or call Toy Dachshund puppies
502-437-4113
901-352-2416.

2BR 1405 Vine 3br 1305
Vine Lease & deposit required Call 753-0932 or
753-5898

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home.
Classes or private lessons.
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858.

LOVEABLE kittens, variety
of colors Also older kittens,
excellent barn cats Good
2BR 14 townhouse, mousers, $15. 753-9390.
Chestnut St Apt, central PEG'S Dog Grooming
h/a, deck, lawn mainte- 753-2915
nance Available 5/11/93
Coleman RE 753-9898
110

Uhl
haps"
•
9 WATERFRONT lot*, 11
water view lots Exclusive
subdivision on Kentucky
Lake. Waterfront lots starting at $10,000 and up to
$20,000. 15 miles east of
Murray, KY, 10 miles north
of Paris Landing State
Park, near New Concord,
KY. New subdivision, but
only 9 waterfront lots remaining. Unspoiled surroundings, reasonable restrictions insure owners of
stable property values OUT
Best Reference-Developer
Has Built A New Home In
The Subdivision For His
Family's Enjoyment! Developer will be on.site every
Friday, Saturday and Sunday to assist you in your lot
selection Directions: From
Murray, KY travel East on
Highway 121 to New Concord, turn left on Highway
444 & go to Blood River
Baptist Church, turn right
and travel t mile, turn left
and proceed to the beautiful entrance to Red Water
Estates Subdivision. C.W
Shelton, Real Estate &
Auction Co. C.W Shelton,
Broker & Auctioneer, 924
Haymarket Drive, Mayfield,
KY. (502) 247-1385
LAKEFRONT 2 level home,
150ft waterfront Pine Bluff
Shores Screen: porch w'
Florida room upstairs
753-4320 before 5pm

Real
Estate

2BR, 1 bath, one car garage, central h/a, $300 deposit, $300/mo. Call
753-6633 On Hwy 94W

1979 YAMAHA $750 obo
753-1990
1987 YAMAHA Virago
535CC, excellent condition. 753-6910, 437-4314
after 5pm
Homes
For Sale
1987 DOUBLE wide
(28x56), 3br, 2 bath, southwest area, city water. on
approx 1Y1 acres, storage
building, satelitte Bank appraised at $43,500 Owner
must sell 759-9976
2BR country home, central
hi/a, vinyl siding, 1'h car
garage extras, clean and
well maintained 437-4023
3BR, V, bath-Beautiful
brick Canterbury home
2400sq ft plus 2car garage
Corner lot, privacy fence
beautifully landscaped yard
& patio area Price just
reduced to $105,000 Call
Coleman RE 753-9898
3BR,2 full bath home large
16x24 deck, storage build
ing Built in 1979, excellent
condition Kirki'ey area Priced in the $40s 489 2801
3BR, 3200sq ft Ranch,
overlooking the #10 green,
tennis courts & pool at
Oak's Country Club 2 master bedrooms, 22x28 recreation room, 2 largelecks,
34 baths, new oak kitchen
custom decorations & landca ping
$1 75..130.0
753-4569
3BR brick home. 3 miles
from Murray, built under
FA.44-IA specs 759-1584
leave-message

135

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

Lakii
Property -

.Drop by & see our showroom

LAKE lot,'
A mile from lake,
Keniana Shores, $1595
753-8257.

409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (B•hrid Bt.r
,
y Bread,
7S3-5940

4

11111411(-.4101,11.111

--,■‘'

YARD
SALE
SEASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard
3 Times and SAVE
7.50
12.50
15.00

Sale

2 liiiiettions

Ads must be paid in advance. A '2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

Murray:Ledger 81
Classified Department

- kti

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

p.m.

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
CUSTOM TILLING flower
beds or gardens etc
Phone 489-2995

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
trarrieS with vroodgrain formica, all colors Free estimates. Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
installation, repair, replacement Backhoe service
BENT ALLEN 759-1515
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

Horoscopes

1978 FORD Ranger, 4
wheel drive truck, air, p/s,
p/b, excellent condition,
$2200 753-8663
1978 FORD F150. runs
good some rust, wired for
trailer, $1250 obo
753-9894 after 7pm
1979 JEEP pickup. V-8,
auto pi. p/b, air, 126.000
miles $1750 753-0649

INS CHEVY pickup. block
inisb sport sem 75369111

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

1977 ELDARODA motorhome, 24h, 48,000 actual
miles. microwave. iv & vcr,
newly remodeled. $9200.
excellent condition
753-8663.

24FT Coachman self- DRYWALL, finishing, re- LAWN Mowing Service
contained camper trailer, pairs, additions pnd blow- Small or large, rasonable
rates, work guaranteed, SHEETROCK finishing,
$3000. After 4pm ing ceilings 75.4761
very dependable Call John textured ceilings Larry
753-0276, 753-0236,
Chnsman 492-8742
EXPERIENCED drywall 753-2128
1974 FORD LTD 351 4dr
B & B BROKERS, Inc, 701 finishing new construction,
SUREWAY
Tree & Stump
435-4581 after tfrim
South 12th St, Murray, additions, blown ceilings LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Spring cleaning? Call Removal Insured with full
Kentucky, Phone 435-4036
1982 DATSUN 210 wagon,
us for a free estimate line of equipment Free esNew
very good condition, 502-753-4389, your
timates Day or night
Construction
753-5827
Airstream Motorhome FORREST
$1650 5sp 753-8663
753-5484
Dealer Five to choose Remodeling, additions, reLICENSED for electric and
Night phone pair. countertops, and gen1982 TOYOTA Celica, from
gas 753-7203
eral carpentry 753-9688
$800 obo, good running 502-753-5960
THE Gutter Co Seamless
experience
years
15
MOODY'S mower repair aluminum gutters, variety
condition 753-1072.
USED Airstream Trailers
Pick up and delivery
of colors Licensed. in1984 FORD Tempo, Also used-trailer hitches
plumb- 753-5668
Repair
sured
Estimate available
GENERAL
Will
trade
753-0114
air.cruise. auto, $1400
ing, roofing. tree work MOWER repair Same day 759-4690
436-5697
436-2642
service, 7 days week Most VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR
520
1984 FORD Tempo needs
Boats
GERALD WALTERS repairs at your home Fac- Wood VCR Service Center,
work $700 obo CalF
& Motors
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint- tory trained, 15 yrs expen cleaning- servicing $15,
753-5350 after 5pm
most repairs $35 New loing
Free estimates 18 ence 502-753-5299
1975 ASTROGLASS,401'ip
1984 OLDS 98 Regency. Johnson, trailer,
expendriCe Local re- PAINTING exterior, inter- cation Route 1, Almo
years
new tire
light sand color, leather in- 492-8749.
ferences 436-2701
ior Call Charlie Rains Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon -Fri
terior Call 489-2640 after
753-0530
753-5754
14" BASS Boat, new 40hp GUTTERING By Sears
.5Prn
comand
residential
Sears
PLUMBING repairman with WANTED large yards to
Mariner motor, new prop.
1985 NISSAN Maxima stamow 753-8908 call early in
new battery, new steering mercial continuous gutters -same day service. Call
tion wagon, sun/moon roof, cable
morning Reasonable
installed for your specifica- 436-5255
753-3282
loaded, local owner,$4500
tions Call Sears 753-2310
REFINISHING, stripping, WILL mow lawns, trim or
753-8096 after 5 30pm
1984 FISHER Pro Challen- for free estimate
custom woodworking
ger, 85hp motor, 16' bass
remove trees & do light
1986 DODGE Omni. boat, $4000, excellent con753-8056
hauling. Reasonable rates
80,XXX miles, sit. a/c, p/s, dition Call after 5pm HANDYMAN will do plumbing electrical, carpentry RICK'S Roofing. All types Gall 753-2772 ask for
$2600 753-3120 '
759-9455
and general repair
of roofs and repairs. Tor- Donnie
1988 IROC Z t tops,
chon modified and rubber WILL mow yards J & J Ciard
1984 RIVIERA cruiser pon- 753-0596
loaded, mechanically
for mobile homes 17 years Service Call 753-6728 or
toon, 50hp Mercury motor,
HOME Improvement Spesound 753-2616
experience, guaranteed 492-8843
24tt length, good condition
cialist Vinyl siding, win1988 YUGO GVL, am/fm 759-1882. if no answer, dows, carports, and patio work. Free estUfnates
phone 502-437-4559
cassette, aic 4sp, new ex- leatte message,: .
enclosures 753-0280
haust 753-9501
SHP Mercury outboard
ROcKy COLSON Home
K B ASSOCIATES GenRepair Roofing, siding,
1990 CHRYSLER Fifth Av- trolling motor, $125 firm
eral construction, remodel- painting, plumbing, conenue New Yorker, one 753-7866
FREE short haired kittens
ing, garages, decks, patios,
owner. 40,XXX miles,
crete. Free estimates Call 8 weeks old.
492-8769
CHALLENGER Mark II interior trim 753-0834
474-2307.
leather interior, loaded,
bass boat, 85hp Johnson
$12,500 753-1665.
Javalin motor Johnson ft
1990 MERCURY Topaz control trolling motor
air stereo pb, auto, excel- $3500 obo 489-2772.
lent condition, $7500
WEDNESDAY.MAY 5,- 1993
753-0440 days 436-5059
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
nights Ask for Randy
date of birth. call I-9()988-7788. Your phone company will hill vou 95
1990 SEDAN DeVille
cents a minute.)
loaded leather red on red,
WANTED cheap boats &
excellent condition & looks,
TODAY'S CHILDREN are affectionate and shy, hoping to hide anv
motors All kinds Tom Lee
priced to sell by owner
timidity behind a bluff exterior. Count on them to present a confident front
436-5811.
$14,995 Call 759-4871
in business. Their Taurean determination and perseverance will bring them
triumph after triumph. Although they may find it difficult to adjust to a
1991 CAMARO RS, excel530
lent condition 753-2041
midlife career change. once they get going, they will be wildly successful.
Services
Wired
They
treasure their families and will try to keep their home life low-key and
1991 RED Mazda Miata,
air, plsv, anti-lock braking 1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trim- co/ysystem, anti-theft audio ming, tree removal, cleanit7 order j resnasi and updated .•01-t ot Jejl1C Dixon's hest-selling hoot. "Yetaertia..tod.t) and tuns
system, head rest speak- ing out sheds, attics, & odd er: How Astrolog% Can Help You Find YOUT Plage in God'. Plan.- send Sh 9.5 plus SI itostage and handling
ers driver's side air bag jobs Free estimates 10 Do,on, .aintirews and ‘11..‘leel. P.0 Box 4191511. Kansas
%to 04141 \lake .het.k. pattahle
Andrew', anti 5ie1ttleel.
low mileage, $13.400 obo 436-2102 Luke Lamb.
502-522-6769 after 5pm or
great strides in your field. Do not he
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
IA Al town/country yard
weekends
insensitive to.other people's feelmowing, landscaping, tree NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
1991 SEDAN DeVille Ca- trimming, tree- removal, Lady Luck is with 'you. Focus On
ings. A subtle approach leads to
dillac extra nice 753-4509 light hauling Free estifresh discoveries. Get all the facts
business expansion and your
Lamb,
mates.
Tim
before passing judgment.
1992 Dodge Daytona
restored sense of responsibility.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
loaded' 11,000 Call 436-2528.
Glamorous friends add zest to your
casual
conversation turns to serious
753 5350 after 5 pm
Al, AL'S hauling, yard social life. Forming new business
topics. Be willing to go out of your
work, tree removal, mow- alliances in early fall will increase
CAR Stereo Installation ing Free estimates
way to help someone in need. An
your earning power. Be willing to
753-0113. Sunset Boule- 759-1683
evening of music and dance lifts
travel
for
your
work
in
Novsmber
vard Music Murray's Alyour spirits. Have fun!
pine Car Audio Specialist, Al TREE Service Stump and December. A more rewarding
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Dixieland Center, 1 block removal and spraying Free home life will get 1994 off to a
21): A period of meditation vile,
estimates 753-0906 after happy start. If planning to remarry.
from MSU dorms
your mind. Give further thought to
5pm. 759-9816, 753-0495 give family members time to accept
1985 CADILLAC 2dr Seinnovative
ideas. Your hopes are
dan DeVille tan excellent ALL around lawn service your choice.
idealistic. loving. Family or commumowing, trimming, hauling.
:CELEBRITIES BORN ON
condition 753-6705
nity life offers nevi, rewards:
odd jobs, experienced. Call THIS DATE: comedian Pat CarCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
759-1041 or 437-4703_
roll; philosopher Karl Marx. actress
19):
Lively, aware people are your
Palin.
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- Alice Faye, actor Michael
best allies. A recently forged partVan*
ARIES (March 21 -April 191: A
try, remodeling, porches,
nership is stimulating. Continue to
1989/90 TOYOTA conver- roofing, concrete, drive- confidential meeting could accomhave faith and romance will work
mainte- plish two purposes: It could advance
ways,
painting,
sion van, raised roof, color
out.
Put your credit cards away.
etc
Free
estimates
nance,
romantic
aims
while
also
proyour
tv, dual air system, loaded,
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
moting your worldly ambition.
excellent condition, _69300. 489-2303
Deep thinking can be fruitful even if
753-8500 or 436-5371 after APPLIANCE SERVICE Educate yourself! Reading will
answers seem blocked. You are
5pm
Kenmore, Westinghouse, expand your horizons.
known as a whit in your profession.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
1990-1991 DODGE mini Whirlpool 30+ years exA new acquaintance interests vou
BOBBY Teamwork may not be as satisfying
van one low miles, one perience
HOPPER, 436-5848
despite your different values. Find
high miles Call 753-0603
as working on your own now.
out more.
Check details and trust your judg1991 FORD Aerostar, long BACKHOE Service - ROY
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 2
.
0):
Septic
system,
driveHILL
ment.
Give
more
thought
to
those
body, loaded, rear a/c,
You have more authority at work
ways, hauling, foundations, who are less fortunate.
$12,900 753-9487
etc 759-4664
GEMINI (May 2I -June 201: now. Once you understand the emotional drama going on behind. the
BACKHOE SERVICE You can get an early start this mornscenes, you will find.a new financial
BRENT ALLEN septic tank ing. The success of an exciting new
angle. A talk with the money experts
installation, repair, replace- venture will depend on the prepararevives your hopes.
ment 759-1515
tions you make. Be careful not to
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Services
Offered

Comm

21 ACRES in Lynn Grove
area Will sell all together or 2 WOODED lot on 94E 5
2BR, 641 South. 14 miles in 5 acre blocks 489-2161 miles 753 E425, or
759-9703
from city limits, $325/mo. after 7pm
753-6156
FOR your real estate 3.8 WOODED acres, cor- DELIGHTFUL home af3BDRM, convenient loca- needs, contact Wilson Re- ner lot, northwest Callo
fordable price 3br, 2 bath
tion, $500/mo, lease re- alty at 302 So. 12th, way 10 minutes from town
redecorated home on 1',
drive
spot,
garden
Pasture,
quired, no pets. 753-3293. 753-3263. Wayne Wilson,
acre lot Located a few
Call
pole
electric
well,
way,
753-5086, broker; Pat Colminutes west of Murray
EXTRA nice 3br home only eman, 753-0818, associ- Coleman RE 753-9898
New central gas heat &
5yrs old, white stone, cen- ate; Dan Miller, 435-4144,
% ACRE near Blood River central electric air plus adtral gas h/a, low utilities, associate & auctioneer.
Church, New Concord dition to home added in
storage shed, large
1989, offered in the mid
kitchen, 2 baths, $550/mo. KOPPERUD REALTY, area $1200 753-8526
.References required. Murrays largest real estate LOT with trees in South- 40s MLSa4519 Contact
firm, offers a complete west Villa, size 100*x140' or KoppeYud Realty
753-2339 or 753-8767.
753-1222
range of Real Estate ser- 150'x140'. 753-3488
RENTAL PROPERTY IS vices with a
wide selection
HOUSE,in Coldwater 3br,
OUR BUSINESS Call BS of quality homes, all prices.
2'i, _bath, living room, di40
rentals at 753-8767 or 7 53 - 1
2 22
or
ning room, eat-in kitchen,
Farms
753-2339 Houses. apts &
1-800-455-1222.•
upstairs with fireplace
For Sal.
duplexes
KOPPERUD Realty has 3 ACRE farm with new well Large den, utility downs3611
buyers waiting to purchase 2 out buildings, driveway, tairs, new vinyl siding. 2 car
homes-all price ranges. If completely fenced,- camper garage, low $70's
For Rent
489-2972
you are thinking of sellingOr Lease
optional $10,000. Located
contact one of our courte- just off Hwy 280 on old-- PLEASINGLY rustic deCREEKVIEW Self-storage ous and professional
Murray- concord Rd scribes roomy 2 level home
warehouses on Center agents at 753-1222 or stop
in Lakeway Shores Fea436-5744 or 436-2528
Drive behind Shoney's by office at 711 Main St
tures'4br, 2 full bath &
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
LAND 1 to 230 acres comfortable family room
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
753-1300 or 489-2116 after Offered at $49,500
NORTHWOOD storage
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey. 7pm 7 5 ton gas heat
presently has units availMLS#4775 Contact Kop
Bel-Air • Center
electric air unit
perud Realty 753-1222
able 753-2905 for more
502-753 -SOLD,
information
1-800-369-5780.
SHOP located at 406 Sunbury Circle. overhead ROBERTS Realty. Callodoors, gas heat Call way County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
753-0839 or 436-2935
agency For all your real
CUSTOM KJTCHEN CABINETS
estate needs call them to170
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
day at 753-1651! SycaAll Types Of:
Livestock
more and 12th St.
1St
Custom Woodworking
14.21-1H Bay with blaze
Arab Quarter horse, good
with children Trail horse
Only Must see to appreoate $800 obo 753-0516
after 5pm
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For Sale
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BAILEY'S MOWING &
LAWN CARE mowing, fertilizer, aerating & leaf removal 99% customer retention rate Free esti-,
mates Call David Bailey
753-6986
BILL Musser-yardwork
436-2043
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service Al work guaranteed 753-1134
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Professional lawn
care and maintanoe Free
estimates 763 4591
BUSH hogging large or
small 753 7457
CARPET and vinyl installs
bon and repairs Glen Bab
Doi 7S9 1247
CHIN Chino Chlwinoy
Samoa has 10% senor
cozen deacounia
tea
chimney caps and screens
436 4101
COUNTS-470ft
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WNW& Olseeveri Warm
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put all your eggs into one basket. CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Your ideas about travel involve love
and a romantic image. Cultivate stable, mature people as friends. You
profit from being open to new experiences.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Household security and a reorganization
occupy your thoughg. Be sensible
when planning your financial future.
Someone's choices could mystify
you; do not overreact
#
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
good day to put things right with
someone who works for you.
Es
sing your talents in an unusual'Way boosts your spirits. Try not to
keep late hours: get your rest.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
new deciltivettess lets you make

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

SPRING HOME
IMPROVEMENT
with
Personal Cable

;
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Looking Back

Ten sears ago
Mr. and Mrs. M.P. Christopher,
Thirty years ago
'Today is Tuesday. May 4, the 124th day of 1993. There are 241
The Tennessee Valley Authori- is valedictorian, and Penny TerDr. Kenneth McFarland, guest
days left in the year.
ty is beginning a three-year hune, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. lecturer for General Motors Corp.
Today's Highlight in History:
demonstration project with City Russell Terhune, is salutatorian
and American Trucking AssociaOn May 4, 1970, Ohio National Guardsmen opened fire on a crowd
of Murray to 'show feasability of of 1973 graduating class of Murtion, will speak at the 40th comof anti-war protesters at Kent- State University, killing four students
applying sewerage sludge to farm ray High School. Also named • mencement of Murray State Uniand wounding nine, others.
land, according to Congressman were Bob Pinkston, son -43f, WilOn this date:
versity in June._ Dr. H. Franklin
Carroll Hubbard.
liam and Lee Pinkston, third; 'Paschall. pastor of First Baptist
In 1626, Dutch*plorer Peter Minuit landed on present-day Mani
-Gina Lynn Brown and Evy Ellen Querterrnous, daughter of
Church, Nashville, Tenn., will
hattan Island.
Michael Jar.rett of Calloway Dr. and Mrs. John Quertermous, deliver the baccalaureate address
In 1776, Rhode Island declared its freedom from England, two
County High Schciol and Charles fourth; and Mark Compton. son
on June
nipnths before the Declaration of Independence was adopted.
demonstratioh
lorHoward Cella andpaithew Tracy of Mr. and Mrs. John Compton.
labor
Chicago,
a
in
Square
Members of Future Business
In 1886,at Haymarket
Leaders of America chapters at
an eight-hour work day turned into a riot when a bomb exploded. Harrington oC Murray High fifth.
School were local high school
Ruble E. Smith, chairman of
Calloway County High School,
In 1916, responding to a demand from President Woodrow Wilson,
dipaverting
a
?Education Departthereby
juniors
among
Elementary
Kentucky's
Outwarfare,
submarine
limit
its
LaVerne Ryan and N.P. Paschall.
Germany agreed to
standing High School Juniors
ment of Murray State University, sponsors, and Murray College
lomatic break with Washington.
chosen by Coy. John Y. Brown
was named as the 10th- DistinHigh. Schoolar Eugene Smith,
In 1927, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences was
Jr.
to
attend
ihe
1983
Governor's
Professor of the Year at sponsor. won honors at the State
guished
founded.
Scholars_ Emigram atS.enirc, Cok, .•the MSU Alumni Balliatet.
__ESL A -c-aft-v-en i-o-n- he-I4 at
- In --1-976, AUstraliart-Prime. Minisier Malcolm Fraser _announced_that
lege, July 13 to Aug. 5.
Births reported include a boy
Louisville.
"Waltzing Matilda" would serve as his country's national anthem at
Murray High School Band won
to.Mr_And Mrs.-James Childress.
Mr. and Mrs. Bethel Richardthe upcoming Olympic Games.
sweepstakes award at Orange
a girl to Dr. and Mrs. James B. son and Mr. and Mrs. Pat TreIn 1980, Marshal Josip Broz Tito, president of Yugoslavia, died
Blossom Festival, Orlando, Fla.
Carlin, a boy to. Mr. and Mrs. vathan attended the convention of
three days before his 88th birthday.
years
ago
Twenty
Phillip McClain and a boy to Mr. Certified Public Accountants held
President
by
Ten years ago: William D. Ruckelshaus, nominated
Cathy
Christopher,
daughter
of
Mrs. Bobby Odom, April 25. at Village Inn, Gilbensvillc.
and
Protection
Agency,
Environmental
the
head
to
again
Reagan
Ronald
nikl a Senate hearing there would be no "hit lists," "political decisions" or "sweetheart deals" under his leadership.
Five years ago: A year-long amnesty program for illegal aliens in
the United States who met certain conditions was coming to a close,
DEAR ABBY: May is Mental than $55 billion: and the indirect fers from mental disorders seeks
with thousands of applicants lining up nationwide on the last day. iltgulth.Month — and is. therefore, a costs, including lost employment. out help.
One way to break down the harThree French hostages — Marcel Carton, Marcel Fontaine and Jean- timtrto recognize the millions of reduced productivity, accidents.
were released in Beirut by pro-Iranian kidnappers. Americans suffering from mental substance abuse programs•and rier betweeh those who need help
Paul Kauffmann
social welfare programs. iou elts-e- - and-those who provide help is with
One year ago: Democratic presidential candidate Bill Clinton toured -4lnows.....141-an.y-wix.suont h period
12
miladults
and
36
million
nearly
the amount to nearly $273 billion a simple tool provided by the Menwhat
he
destruction
on
the
blaming
streets,
Angeles
riot-ravaged Los
tal Health Referral-Services of
afflicted with a each year:
children
are
lion
called 12 years of Republican neglect.
mental illness. More than 6.000
-But the real cost is in the vast Southern CalifOrnia. It provides a
Today's- Birthdays: The president of Egypt, Hosni Mubarak, is 65. ol‘ler Americans commit Ariel& amonnt of needless sufkring of-the test, as a public service, called the
Jazz musician Maynard Ferguson is 65. Opera singer Roberta Peters is each year. and suicide is the second afflicted and their families.it's
forethe Necessity'of Therapy
leading cause of death among chil- to have a broken arm, but it is not ITNT). This is a simple pamphlet
63. Singer Jackiellackson is 42.
OK to be depressed, or to have au that- discusses the various indicaThought for Today: '-'11 is not the fact of liberty but the way in dren aged 15 to 19.
is
nation
when
our
time
anxiety disorder. This attitude tions that therapy is necessary.
At
a
whether
liberty
determines
which liberty is exercised that ultimately
it is dis- leads to so much.fear and denial There are tests specifically for
itself survives." — Dorothy Thompson, American journalist and focused on the economy,
turbing to note that the direct costs that we. are now at the point where women, for children, and -a general
author Q894-1961,1._
of ineritallifiness account for more only •ohe in five AmeTicans who sof- test for men and women::

Forty years ago
Pvt. William E. Hopkins, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Davy Hopkins,
has completed basic training at
•
Camp Pickett. Va.
Mrs. Tom Crider, Mrs: G.T.
Lilly, Mrs. Gail Cordrey and Mrs.
Buford Hurt arc new officers ol
Murray High School' Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association.
•
Murray Girl Scouts fecently
held a party in observance of
Juliet Lowe. founder, at the Girl
Scout cabin.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rob Houston
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Amos,
Hill. April 29....
Wesley Kemper was guest
speaker at a meeting of the Alpha
Department of Murray Woman's
Club. New officers are Mrs. C.S.
Lowry, Mrs. Harlan Hodges and
-Miss Manic Tiousdale.
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DEAR DR. Gorr: What is the most
accurate means of diagnosing antral
valve prolapse? I was diagnosed with
the condition fiVr years ago after a
stress test and EKG, yet last-year
after an ultrasound. my new doctor
said I do not have the problem Can it
go away?
DEAR READER: Mitral valve pro
Answer to Previous Puzzle
ACROSS
il Ruby or
lapse, the weakening of a portion of
Sandra
1 "All My
M4JT ‘E RE the mitral valve, can be easily diag111CRASS
42 — cap
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Dr. Gott
What the stranger didn't know, of course,
was that Sam always kept a dobie in his boot.

41)
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AROUND HER NECK.

LINT REMOVER..
MOUTHWASH..
.E..
BACKUP PANTIHOS

I

DEAR DR. GROW:I certain,
ly do agree! For many years. I
have urged my readers to seek
out their local mental health
services when the need arose.
Theraky can be arranged on a
sliding-scale fee basis, and Mental Health Referral Services of
Southern California maintains
a therapist referral list for
other areas of the country.
Those interested in ordering
the test booklet should send a
stamped (29 cents), selfaddressed envelope to: Mental
Health Referral Services of
Southern California, 11665 W.
Olympic Blvd., Suite 414, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90064. Please
specify if you want the free test
designed for women;4or children, or the general test for
men and women. This non-profit organization can also be
reached by calling (310) 4781986 or, for Southern Californi:
readers only,(800)843-7274.
DEAR ABIri• The letter about
the small boy whose teacher
ignored him when he signaled i hat
he had --to -go to the hathrOcon
reminds me of an ancient'addle
Q: Why is the Statue_of lalivrty
surrounded by water?
A: She held her hand- up. but the
teacher didn't call on her soon
enough. "
•
I have been getting smiles. and
occasional chuckles. on that one finat least 50 years.
• AARON G. TODD ,JR.,
LOS ANGELES;

CATHY
DIFFERENT EARRINGS, NECKIJIGE
AND PURSE IN CASE IRVING
tuANTS ID GO OUT TO DINNER
RIGHT FROM WORK_
•

If you know someone who might
benefit from mental health assistance, then this fcrst is a great way
to begin the conversation and break
down the barriers between hiproviders and those who need mental health assistance.
Abby, I hope you agree that wa.
need-to continue to increase the
nation's awareness about•h"Ntal
'health.
DR. KEVIN GROLD. MENTAL
HEALTH REFERRAL SERVIl'ES
OF SOUTHERN CALIFf/RN IA
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Obituaries
Ricky D. Holbrook

William David (Bill) Hamrick
The funeral for William David
(Bill) Hamrick will. be Thursday
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Joe Geary, the Rev. Richard
Dcnton and the Rev. Steve. Ham-rick will officiate.
"Pallbearers will be Dr. Hal
Houston, Roy Starks, lterman
Cole, Walter Ferony, Jeff Ferony,
Scott Hamrick, Tommy Hoke and
Gillard Ross, active; Dr. David

M.M. Hampton

V

The funeral for Pastor M.M.
Hampton was today at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Joe
, Carrico and Dr. Lloyd Mahanes
officiated. Gene On Millet:Jed'
congregational singing with Mrs:
Oneida White as organist.
Pallbearers were Paul Keith,
Ralph Boyd, Paul Lassiter, Owen
Billington, Gene Orr Miller and
Joe B. Adams. Burial was in
Sinking Spring- Cemetery.
Mr Ha milian„ -_911,Aiect_Sattuday at a nursing home at Springfield, Tcnn., where he had been a
resident for several years.
Survivors include three sons,
13 grandchildren., nine greatgrandchildren, three sisters and
four brothers.

Mrs. Maude
Howard
Mrs. Maude Howard, 104, of
Rt. I. Farmington, Tr -City community, died today at 2:55 a.m, at
her home.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield will, be in charge of
arrangements.
Investments Since 185-1
k

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

•

Price

Chg

Eh,* Jones Ind. Avg........ +10.81
DJIA Pre4ious Close..,...3446.46
Air Products
44'4.34
A T & T_ ...................._ 563/4 unc
Bell South .............32/, 34
Briggs & Stratton ..... 6434.1/1
Bristol Mycrs Squibb...613/s • 1/4
Chrysler
3/4
Dean
4. 34
unc
Fisher Price
+ 1/a
Ford
.
General ElectrIc..---....9074 unc
General. Motors............421/2.1/4
.14
Goodyear
3/4
IBM
34
Ingersoll Rand--.-..--331/4.1/4
K-Mart..r
221/2.14
K
303/1 • 14
Kroger
unc
LG&
unc
McDonald............--...491/4 • 1/2
%ler& ---.-.-..-.-.--..383/4 + 1/3
J.C.
4334 mac
Peoples First'
321/2I3 331/4A
Quaker Oats
.0-647/2 - '/s
ScherIng•Plough ........,....671/4 unc
Sears.
_531/2.34
Texaco
6334.34
Time Warner..............351/s.21/4
UST ........................29S/5.
Wal-Mart.........--._._..... 2614 • V.
Lyons is market maker in this
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Roos, Lester Nanny, Windsor
Tripp, Parvin Jonei,-Chuck Shuffeu, Preston Hams, Shields Coles
and Nix Crawford, honorary.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
-Friends may call at the funeral
home from 6 to 9 p.m.
Wednesday.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be in the,
form of donations to Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church,
where he Was a member, or Alzheimer's Support Group at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr. Hamrick, 74, of 517 Whitnell Ave., Murray, died Sunday at
3 p.m. at West View Nursing
Home.
He was employed for TVA
from 1941 to 1948; was superintendent of Kenlake State Park
from 1948 to 1953; operated a
service station in Murray from
1953 to 1968; and also operated
Bill's Full Line Vending Service
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Cordie Lee Wall Hamrick;
one daughter, Mrs. Sandra Lee
Ferony and husband, Walter,
Springville, Va.; one son, the
Rev. Steven Wall Hamrick and
wife, Karen, Hopkinsville; two
sisters, Mrs. Gretchel Ross and
husband,..Gillard, Murray,. -and
Mrs. Gela Maurer and husband,
Harvey, Havertown, Pa.; one
brother, Joseph Brooks Hamrick
and wife, Barbara, Juno Beach,
Fla.; 11 grandchildren, Jeff Ferony, Sharon Ferony, Scott Ham-.
rick, Laura Ferony, Jennifer Ferony, Sara Hamrick, David Hamrick, Whitney Anderson, Hilliary
Spragens, Dean Sprdgens and
Corey Spragens.

Andy Randall
(Randy) Elkins
Services for Andy Randall
(Randy) Elkins will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
John Dale will officiate. Music
will be by Mrs.' Oneida White.
Pallbearers will be Ricky Bennett, Mark Beaver, Mitchell Henton, James Sanders, Shane McEndree and Mike Potter. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 4 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mr. Elkins, 39, Rt. 3, Box 218,
Murray, died Saturday at 8:35
p.m. in a traffic accident near his
home.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Rita Wilson Elkins; two
daughters, Jessica Elkins and
Angela Elkins, at home; his
mother, Mrs. Ruby Elkins, MM.ray; three sisters, Mrs. Debbie
Ladd and husband, Steve, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Anna Duke and
husband, Dan, Benton, and Mrs.
Kay Smith and husband, Robert,
Mayfield; his parents-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Wilson, Rt. 4,
Murray.
••;k:.:,:k.-••••••

Federal-Stale Market News Service May 4, 1553
&attack, hardiest Ares Hog Market Report Includes 3
SuyIng Stations Receipt= AN. 364, Lel. 431 &arrows &
GUIs .341 Meter Sees sIandl, ke LIM leper
US 1.2 2311.2341 lbs.
5431s-4331
$44.114-42-34
US 1-2 215.231 lbs.
US 2.3 235.351 lba
S42-441-43
L3 3.4 266.274 lbe.341.341-42-311
Sews
$31 40-33.44
U.S 1-2 111.334 lbs.
Ike.
133 40-34.01
US 1-3 3416534.40-35 40
US 1.3 445.323
035.01-31.-50
US 1-3 513 mud ep
$.30.40-31.1141
US 2.3 301-31111
Nero amitty !MI*3494

me, This
s Newspaper
Tin 4/ Contains
Recycled Newsprint.

Services for Ricky D. Holbrook, Rt.-1, Almo, will be Wednesday at. 1:30 p.m. in the chapel
of Craig K. Kempf Funeral
Home, 103 East Mansion St.,
Marshall, Mich. Burial will follow in Riverside Cemetgry,
Tekonsha, Mich.
' Memorial contributions may be
made to the Ricky Holbrook
Memorial Fund through the funeral home.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
had charge of local arrangements.
Mr. Holbrook, 27, died Friday
in a car-pedestrian accident at

Mrs. Nellie
G. Rogers
Funeral rites for Mrs. Nellie G.
Rogers. will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The
Rev. toy Garrett will officiate.
Mrs. Oneida White will be organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Gregg
Rogers, .Ron, Rogers, Mite
Rogers, Barry Rogers, Eric
Rogers, Marc Rogers, 'Scott
Rogers and Trevor Mathis. Burial
will follow in Martin's Chapel
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.nli. today
(Tuesday).
Mrs. Rogers, 88, formerly of
Murray, died Sunday .at
a.m. at the home of a daughter,
Betty Satterfield, Fairmont,
W.Va. She was married Dec. 23,
1922, to Hafford L. Rogers who
died Feb. 11, .1980.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Bobbie Charlton .and
husband, James, Huntsville, Ala.,
and Mrs. Betty Satterfield and
husband, Buddy, Fairmont,
W.Va.; four sons, Joe T. Rogers
and wife,'Theresa, Warren,
Mich., Gene Rogers, Louisville,
Andy Rogers and wife, Linda,
Murray, and Ronney Rogers and
wife, Sharon, Farmington: 19
grandchildre.n; 13 greatgrandchildren.
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Call Bill Fandrich
753-4444
PROPERTIES (in:It—CAE REALTY)
("153-4444)
"Not the oldest or largest, just the best"
Like new home loaded with extras
close to boat ramp - Restricted
Area - Call Bill Fandrich: 7534444.

1709 Olive — Near University.
Great home, must see. Call Bill
e
Fandrich: 753-4444.

WE
ED
LISTINGS

Nice country setting on 3 acres. 5
bedrooms with 3% baths. Call Bill
Fandrich: 753-4444.

On 3 acres. 4
Quality Home
bedrooms and 2 baths. Call Bill
Fandrich: 753-4444.

Canterbury 4 bedroom, 3 bath
home. New carpet,looks nice! Call
Bill Fandrich: 753-4444.
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Where the professionals let the results SPEAK!
Olympic Plaza • P.O Box 106 • Murray, Kentucky 42071

John P. Wilson
The funeral for John P. Wilson
was Monday at 10:30 a.m. in the
chapel of White Ranson FuneralHome, Union City, Tenn. The
Rev. David Russell officiated.
Active pallbearers were James
Pat Wilson, Stanley Wilson,
James D. Wilson, Gene McCollum, .Scott "Seiber, James Q. Wilson, Mark Wilson and Phillip
Wilson. Burial was in Mt. Zion
Cemetery.
Mr. Wilson, 75, died Saturday
at 8:43 a.m. at .his home on
Shuck Road, Rt. 1, Box 335,
Hickman.
Survivors include- his, wife,
Mrs. Louise Shuck Wilson; two
sons, Paul L. Wilson and Max K.
Wilson, and three grandchildren,
all of Cayce; two brothers. James
G. Wilson and Albert L. Wilson
of Calloway County.
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Survivors include her.husband,
H. Kent Kingins, and one daughter, Ashley Ann -Kingins, Rt. 1,
Murray; one son, Bsian Teitloff,
Rt. 4, Murray; her mother, Mrs.
Alvinia Dunlap, Rt. 4, Murray;
two stepdaughters, Carla Kingins
and Sarah Kingins, both of Murray; four brothers, Lt. COL Paul
D-un-tap and -w
-Mary-,
Washington, D.C., Dale Dunlap
and wife, Carolyn, Cecil Dunlap
and wife,. Marsha, and Randy
Dunlap, all of Murray; her
parenis-in-law, Hal K. and Betty
Kingins, Murray; several aunts,
uncles and cousins.

Inc.
May 4 - May 15

•
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Paducah.
He had lived in Calloway
z
Large Selection
County for the past four years ,
114.
,
having worked for the A & R C‘
..,..
of Bedding
Weeping
Roses,
4-4,
Railroad Co. and recently in con- C
Plants,
te.
Burning Bushes
Cherry,
struction work. He was born Aug. e.
.2
Hostas,
Bradford Pear,
Shrubs,
v
25. 1965, in Modowell, Ky.
01'
.2
Red Maple &
Ground
Perennials
Survivors include his mother,
4-4
Dogwood
Covers
Mrs. Janie E. Bailey Kilgore, °I
and Roses
11•2
vo
Tekonsha; ' his father, HandsOme
Wholesale & Retail
R
1
Holbrook Jr., Michigan; two ,
Open 7 Days A Week 8 a m -6 pm
%
brothers, Randy Holbrook, David, ` 4 Milos oast of DroffonvIllo. Jct. of 641 & 963, Moors camp Rd.
Ky., and Robic Kilgore, Massa- X
XXXXXXX.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXk
chusetts; grandmothers, Mrs.
Darcus
Catherine Bailey and Mrs.
Holbrook, both of David, Ky.

208 E
- MainrilliglAY
753-3361
SUPPLY COMPANY

John W. Heennton•
Woodmen Bldg.
3sel a Maple, Murray
759-9730

I

Mrs. Jackie A. Kingins
Grveside services for Mrs.
Jackie A. Kingins were today at
10 a.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
Dr. Greg Earwood officiated.
Pallbearers were George Oliver,
Ron Wright, John H. Parker, Bill
Barton, Jimmy Wilson, Jackie
Butterworth and Jimmy
Butterworth.
LH. Churchill Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Kingins, 39, of Rt. 1,
Murray, Butterworth Road, died
Saturday at 2:50 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
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MOTHER'S DAY

Letters from East CallowayElementary
East Elementary
Ms. WaU & Ms. Hendrick's
3rd Grade
I love my mother because she
cooks food for me,cleans my room,
and helps me with some swff too.
That's why I love my mom.
Larry Kirks

•:•

I Love my mom because she
loves me.She helps me when I have
a wreck on my bike helps me up.
Chris Roscoe
I love my mother berAtisr cooks
my supper. She let's me play Nintendo. and Cleans for me.
Jessie Outland
I love my mother because she
loves me and takes care of me and
she gives me what I need.
Mandy Daniels
I Love my mother because I can
depend on her when I fall. She helps
me on my homework. `
Justin Ward
I love my mother because she is
nice, sweet, kind To my friends. I
will Love her Till I die.
Brian Aldridge

Why I love my mother...
I love my mother because she
She's sweet. She's nice. She's
takes care of me and she is part of good to me She's pretty.
my family.
Fclisha Prescott
Kayla Kimbel
Why I love my mother...
• I Love my mother because she is
I love my mother because she
nice. She loves me. I love her. helps me with my homework. She
Heather Lynn Rogers
takes good care of me also! That's
why I love my mother!
I Love my mom because she
Kady Lyons
cleans my room.
Bryan Boehmer
I Love my Mom because she
cleans and cooks for me. She
I love my mother Because she washes my clothes.
buys me toys. This summer she
Kevin Troyer
promised that she will buy me a new
mountain bike.
I Love my mom because She is
Curtis Sanders
nice. She is special tome. I have her
blood. •
I love my mom because she is
Amy Akers
nice and playful. She is my best
friend. I like the way she makes me Why I love my mother...
feel.
I love my mother because she is
Wesley Wells
fun to be around. III am in trouble
she will help me out. I love my
"I love my mother and why." My mother and she loves me too.
Mother Loves me. She gets me
Kory Cunningham
everything that I want.
Angel Duncan
I like to play basebasll with my
Mom. My Mom take's me to the ball
I love my mother becauce she is and we get to go to the children's toy
the best thing in the world.
stor. I get to send time with my
Jim Hamblin
Mom.
•
William Elliott

This Mother's Day Give Mom A Boost!
Personal Fitness Trainer & Personal Counselor
...It Works!

Dear Mom,
I love you and I know you love
me. It's good to be people of Christ.
You are the greatest mom in the
world. Happy Mother's Day, Mom.
Love,
Jeffery Higgins
I love my mother because She
takes me to the Library sometimes.
Jenny Birdsong

I love my Mother because she put
I love my mom because if! didn't
a
roof
over my head. She always has
have her I couldn't play base ball Or
food
for
me. She gave me a dog.
basket ball. If I didn't have her for a
Kim Brawner
mom I wouldn't be here.
Greg Wilson
I love my mom because she
reminds
me to do things. she gave
I love my mom because she lets
me go to my friend Jon's house. She me a home. and she is nice.
Eric Wayne Holland
Loves me and I Love her.
Cory O'Neill
I Love my mom because she
brout
my in this world. And she put
I love my mother because she is
my mother and she is nice. She gave food on the tabel. She gave me some
me a home too live in and clothes to ware to live. And she is my mom
and I Love my mom.
wear. I have'a family to live with to
Jason T. Oakhem
be sure I love her.
I
love my mom because She's
Regina Taylor
Nice and She lets Me buy Comic
I Love My Mom because she Books. She buys Me food and I Just
broght me to this world and she put love Her.
Brian Charls Shelby
food on the table. She put a roof
over me.
I love my mother because she
Brandoii Stone
gives me a bed to sleep in. And she
gives me food to eat.
Megan Rechelle Guess
I love my mom because she loves
me. She puts food on the table. My
I love my mother because we
mom is the greatest.
have out dog Cricket. My brother
Dustin Ladd
has a hamster. His name is WhiI love my Mother becuse she skers. I have a cat named Katie. I'm
loves me. She also cleans for me an glad I have a mother.
Kyle Braddock
cooks for me.!LOVE YOU MOM:
Tera Leeanna Yarbrough
I love my mom becuse she buys
Happy Mothers Day. I love my me stuff that I need. She also loves
mother Because she helps me when me.
Justin Lee Fox
I need help with my home work,or
to hang up my clothes, and most of
I love my mom because she loves
all she Loves me.
me & Helps me understand lifes
April Ramsey
difficulties and puts me before her
self.
I love my mother because she
Justin Kyle Hicks
takes care of me. She buys me toys.
Most of all she gets me the coolest
I love my mother because she
clothes.
takes care of me. I love my mother
Timothy 'Adcock
and she loves me. Yes somtimes
mother gets angry at me but I still
love her. Have you ever thought
about what all your mother does for
you? She buys your food, washes
your clothes', pays for you to go to
school. I would not be writing this
letter if it wern't for my mother.
Ashley Byerly

TORE?

I love my mother because when I
was-a baby she took care of me and
she still does.
John Wall
I Love my mom becous She gave
me a home.she all ways had food on
the table for me.She also game me a
bed hi sleep in.
Kyle Ashmer Downey
I love my mother because she
give my a bed to sleep in. She puts
food on the table. Thais why I love
my mother.
Ben McCoy

Skop For Mother's Day, Spring & Summer
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I love my mother because, she
loves me or I wouldn't be living with
her! I love her dearly! She loves me
dearly to!
DeAnna Lynn Page
I love my mother because she is
nice. She gave me my puppy
Chum.
Crystal Lynn Kraft
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Letters from North Calloway Elementary
North Elementary
5th Grade I love my Mother because she is
sweet and caring. And she lets me
go to the movies with my friends.
Love, Benjamin Underhill

I love my mother because she
helps me with home work. And she
also takes me to places.
Love, Shaun Tucker
I love my mom because she is
sweet. She's also kind. She loves me
& I love her. She is very funny. She
helps me with my homework.
Tanya Jo McKendree

I love my mom very much. Shc is
I love my mom because she
very nice. She cares for everybod
I love my mom because she cares
y.
She helps me in homework too. She understands me. She is a loveable for mc when I'm sick. Loves mc
person.
when I need
cares for me, my sister and my baby
When ever I need her, she is there me when to be loved. Gets on to
sister Keela. That is why I love her.
I do something wrong.
for me. She is caring. I Love
my Last but not least I love her cause
Love, Kyle Tracy
mom.
she is my mom. Happy Mothers
Love, Samantha Ahan
I love my mother because she
Day! I love you Mom..
cares for me. She is sweet and nice.
Tabitha Bayer
I like my mom because she takes
She also cares for my brother and
love my mother because she is
sister. She buy's me clothes and me places, she helps mc do my
homework, she loves me and takes nice and sweet, my mother let's mc
other things.
buy stuff and she ask me what
care of me.
Love, Brian Adams
should she fix for super.
Love, Darin Hauness
Matt Darnell
I love my mother because she is a
My mother cares for mc when I
loving, and careing mom.She is the am sick. She love
I love my mother because she is
s me. She makes
person who takes care of me. That's the a good place to
cari
ng and loving She loves me very
stay because she
why I love my mother.
much and I love her.
keeps it clean.
Love, Summer Rhodes
Jennifer Myers
Jessica Houston

I Love, my Mom because she's
nice. I Love,my Mom because she's
Pretty. I Love, my Mom because
she's my Mom. I love my Mom
I love my mother becouse she is
because I love her.
I love my mom because she is nice,sweet,and preuy. And also she
Love, Colleen McDonald
loving and caring. My Mom is so loves me and that is why I love her.
Melissa Duckeu
nice. She can braid hair well.
I love my mother because she is
Danielle Barren
loving and caring. She takes me lots
I love my mother because she is
of places. She is funny and she loves
I like my mother very much. She always there for me.She cares about
me.
is very nice. She always helps me how I feel. She makes me work for
what I get.
Love, Matt Gearheart
with my home work.
Matt Keel
Love, Jamie Carson
I Love my mother because she is
I love my mother because she
sweet and caring. She does everyI love my mom because she is
loves me very much. She gives me
thing I want tier to do with me. very nice. When we go out to
eat she
Love, Jessica Hargrove.
lets me pick. She does some of my what I want sometimes.
chores sometimes.
Erin Gordon
I love my Mother because she
Love, Brad Shaw
helps me with my homework. She
I love my mother because she
makes my bed and cleans my room.
I love my mom because she loves loves me. Also she is nice to me.
me. She takes me places and give
Love, Luke Puckett
Love, Betty Eldridge
s
me hugs and kisses.
I love my mother because she
Love, Dusty Hargrove
Why I love my mother...
works hard. I also love my mother
Why I love my mother is because
because she loves me and my
I love my mother because he is
she is nice and gentle. She is loving
Family. She cooks, she cleans and nice, pretty and very funny. She
and caring. She also has good ideas.
she works to make ends meet. loves me alot and I love her, too.
Happy Mothers Day!!! I love you.
Love, Leigh Ann Hall
Paul Chase
Love, Emily Grace Cleaver

Say "Thanks" and
"I Love You"

•

I love my mother because she is
kind. She is also very prcuy.
Love, Joshua Burchett
I love my mother because she
helps me with my homework. She
loves me and lets me get away with
things.
Jennifer Braden
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Why I love my mom...
My mom makes my bed. She got
me a bike. She is nicc,
Love, Gregory Conner
Why I love my mother...
She nice anitbuys mc lots of stuff
she loves mc and would do any
thing for me .
Chris S.

•I s
#

Remember Mom...
May 9th

Custom Designed
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Spring & Summer
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The Ultimate in Fashion
Antiques
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Dear Mother,
I love my mother because she is
nice,caring & loving. I will love my
mother forever.
Love, Kelli Jane Griffin

The
Daisy

Our Showroom"
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Why I love my mom...
Why I love my mom is because
she helps me with things. She's
always there for me. She loves me
very much. She Cares for me when
something is wrong. And when I'm
down she lifts my spirits. I LOVE
YOU
MOM! And
HAPPY
MOTHERS DAY!!!
Love, Tiffany McDougal

The reason I love my mother is
I love my mom becuse she's
beco
use she's there when I am sick.
loving, caring, happy, smart, and
She'
s
also there when I need her
does lot's of things with mc and my
Mitchell Reeder
brother. She's also funny
Jonathan Mclure
I love my mom because she loves
and
cares for me. I also love her
I love'my mom because of her
beca
use
I can talk to her about stuff
hard work she does around the
house. Mom, HAPPY MOTHERS and she understands me. All I have
to do is ask her if she promises she
DAY!
won'
t get mad.
Justin
Tabitha Armstrong

THE

TREASURE HOUSE

PAGE 3

I love my mother because she
takes care of me when I'm sick and
when I feel bad. I love her because
I love my mother because she is
when
.I make a bad grade on a test
kind and understanding. She is
she
forg
ives me later.
bcatful. I love her she loves me.
Allison Carman
J.C.
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MOTHER'S DAY

More letters from North...
I love my mother because she
I love my mother because I think Dear Mom,
My mom is pretty. She always
I love my mother because she is
gave
birth
to
me.
I
love
my
shes
cool.
Shes
real
pretty
too.
Sties
I
mother
love
you
buys
me stuff I want but not always.
because
you're
special.
active in the things I like to-do. She
encourages me to do them. She the best around.Shes really nice and You always understand me. Best because she takes care of me and She takes care of me and I take of
loves me.
her.
Mom #1.
loves me and I love her very Much! I love her.
Bryce
Miller
Daniel
Matheny
David Howell
Love,
Samantha
Ann
Woodall
Susanna Paterson

a,

I love my mother because she is
I love my mother because she is
I love my mother because she is
sweet. She helps me when I need always there for me. She always nice and the best mother in the
I love my mother becouse she
world. I am very glad she's my loves me. My mother is tall and
help. That's why I love my mother. takes good care of me.
Amy Carol Ross
mother. She helps me with every- beautuful.
Jesse Bazzell
thing I need help with
Love, Chris Ryan Ringstaff
David Hutchison

-"
?--A-5 This Mother's Day
treat that Special 'Mom"
to nothing but
the Finest.

ENGLISH FARMS
SPECIALTY FOODS
Gift Baskets
•

Popcorn Tins - Handmade Candies

10th la Arcadia

M-F 10-5 • Sat. 10-3

753-0921

V-15:
1M4

I love my mother because she
mother...
supports me in every thing I do. She Why I love my
when I needier. She
there
She
is
also cares for me and loves me.
is very very Helpful. Most of all She
Love, Jennifer Edmonson
is My BEST-FRIEND
Susan Thurman
Why I love my mother...
Why shouldn't I love my mother?
She cares for me,she cooks for me,
I love my mother Regina Gail
she even made me.Thats why I love
Hutchens because she is wonderful.
my mother!
She is there when I need her. She is
Love, Ryan Norsworthy
also the number 1# Mom to me.
Mother, I love you.
Your loving daughter,
I love my mother because she is
Ruth Ann Hutchens
nice. She is loving and I love her
too.
Love, Derek Leslie
I love my mother because she's
always behind me 100%. She wants
My mom is nice, pretty, and me to suceed in what I do.
smart. She is the greates mom in the
Love, Josh Smith
world.
Love, John Vance
I love my mom.She is very nice
love my mother because she
and
kind. Some of the other reasons
cooks and gets me stuff.
are
she
takes care of me, takes me
Eric
places, and buys me things like
clothes and shoes. Most of all, she
Dear Misti,
I love you because you are nice to furnishes where I live and that is
me and you buy me alot of stuff. why I love my mother.
Love, Roxanne Frashefski
Love, Little Misti

tic

r".

On ammo (Free Engraving)

Featuring
Cosmetics by
Estee Lauder
Germaine Montiel
Aramis For Men
Charles of the Ritz
Cologne Line by
White Shoulders

& limy Other Selected
Items Throughout The Store
Great Offts Fbr Morns and &cast
Court Square Murray
763-7222

I love my mother because she
helped me grow up. She loved me
when I was little, and she will
always love me. I will always love
her, too!
Love, Tim Moore

I love my mom because she is my
Mom.She is pretty, nice and kind. I
love my mom
Love, Nathan Foritener
1 love my mother because she
cares for me when I am sick. She
loves me. She helps me.
Love, Hunter Wallace

I love my because she plays golf
with me.I love her very much. And
she takes me places.
Love, Deedra Hughes

Why I like my mom...
The reason I like my mom is for
who she is and whatshe does for me.
If it wasn't for my mom we wouldn't
have shelter. I like mom for a lot of
things not for what she buys me or
gets me just for who she is. Even if
she makes me mad or if she grounds
me.
Shawn B.
Why I love my mother...
I love ha cause she loves me and
. she got me my own horse and I love
her cause she isa mother you sposecl
to love them.
Jason Owen
I love my mother because she is
nice and helpful when I need her.
Daniel Dunn
I love my mother becouse she

our
pies,and
ciliref°1d.lhSeheal"mkscleigicaks
sick.
ald
when
I
am
helps
me
S
house.
She
lifiRMAAMMIP
ND
lig
She is good to me.
Rebekah Catran
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University Plus

Why I love my mother...
• My mother is nice loving and
caring. She lets me play with my
'friends. She also less me sts up late
too. This is why I love my mother
Benjamin Self

I love my Mom because, she i%
understanding and I can tell her
Ill.anything' She is alway there when I
taiii.iand
need ha the most I love her that is
1111111M11011Applinflpe what Mo
t, thersmDaybisi,about.
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Letters from Carter Elementary Mrs. Carter's class
Carter Elementary
Mrs. Carter's
3rd Grade

ys
ts.
of

Why I love my mom...
She buys me food. She buys me
colothes. She does every thing.
Matt Oakley

he
ne
in
ve

Why I love my mom...
I love her because she takes
care of me and always tries to give
me the best life! need. My mom is
pretty and nice, but most important she loves me too.
Your daughter,
Janey

fly
I

Why I love my mom...
She is nice, and giving. She is
always there when!am hurt,she is
always there when I need help.
She loves me slot. And I lover her.
I need money,she give me some.
I love her, I love My Mom.
Your son,
Geremy Harper

he

Why I love my mother...
I love my mother because she
takes care of me and my brother.
She is all ways there when Lneed
to talk to some one. She helps me
with my homework and plays with
me and my little brother. She is
very nice I love her.
Love,
Melissa Starks

or
n't
of
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Why I love my mom...
I love her because she's sweet,
nice and loves me I love her, too.
My mom is helpful but when she
helps me I help her.
By Mary Schneiderman
My mom's name is Jean.

Why I love my mom...
I love my mom because she
takes me to Taco Bell.
Kevin Miller
Why I love my mom...
My mom is so nice. I really
really love her. I make her
breakfast in bed on Mother's Day.
She is very nice. She makes very
good food. I LOVE MY MOM!
Sean Clemson
Why I love my mom...
Because she loves me and I love
her.
Love,
Jessica Leigh Hutchens
Why I love my mom...
My mom is sweet. She is nice,
she is pretty, and she is a terrific
fantastic mom. I love my mom
very much. She is very special to
me. She is there when I need her
cause my mom is special to me. I
love her.
Love,
Paige Adlich
Why I love my mom...
My mom is very sweet and nice.
Because she really hates mice.
She takes me places I've never
been.
And lets me see my friends.
I Love My Mom!
Gary Crass
Why I love my ,mom...
I love my mom because she
cares for me and she loves me,too.
She gets me clothes and shoes,
too,and I love her. She is always
nice to me.
LaToya D. Crutchfield

Why I like my mom...
She let's me go to the skating
rink every Friday with her and she
let's me rent Nintendo tapes and
go to Main Street.
Anthony Cogdell
I love my mom because she is
the best thing I could ever have.
She's sweet and nice and kind to
me.
I Love You Mom!!!
Love,
Luke Dibble
Why I love my mom...
She is nice and got me a dog
named Keisha She takes me
places and does good things for

My mom buys me everything I
want. I love both my parents.
K wen Trice

Why I love my mom...
She gives me anything I want.
She is nice. She fixes my hair.
She gives me money. She fixes
me food. She cleans my mom.
She plays with me.
Jessica Henderson

, is

he
es,
itsr
k.

Why I love my mom...
My Mom is sweet. She takes
care of me. I cry if she goes. I'm

•

Mrs. Hufsey's
3rd Grade
Why I love my mom?
I love my Mom beacause she
gives me all I need, and more. I
love my mom, and she loves me.
Anthogh I get mad sometimes, I'll
allways love her. She buys me
food and cloths and even toys. My
Mom helps me with my homework. She is proud of me when I
get good grades. My Mom is one
of a kind, and I love her very
much.
Love,
Laura

er
I
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MOM
wears a smile. And is always there for you...why
not send her a gift that
tells her "I love you"!

The Creator of Decorative Fragrance
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DON'T
FORGET
tbc SHIP
EARLY!
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Why I love my asshsr...
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I We my wasbar beams dys is
swot.Wisesodsmisrmshilis.
Ilist is why I We sty pastor.
Jules Disown

901C South Mit Bel-Air Center
Murray, Ky. 42071 • Faz 7510220
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I love my mom because she
buys and cooks for me. She is nice .
but don't make her mad. She
watches me when I play a game.
She plays mario world. I like my
mom she also cooks what me and
my dad want like turkey or hame
or chicken. I love my mom she
takes us places.
Sincerly,
Robert

Why I love my mom...
I love my mom becaus she brout
in to this world. She give me
shetex. She gives me alliance. She
gives me food. She gives mc a
house to stay in. And she takes me
to places like chucky cheeses and
she buys me close. Wiht out her I
probley would be alive today. And
most of all she loves me.
Sincerley
Adam

• For the one who always

Why I love my mom...
She is alwaysthat to help me.
She never says no to me going
bike riding. She helps me practice. And best nf all she cooks
gdod food! Mists why I love my
mom.
Mandy BMW,

er

Why I love my mom...
Because she buys me presents
for Christmas and for my Birthday
she gave mc five dollars.
Foster V'Aires

Mrs. Hufsey's third grade

Why I love my mom...
I Love my Mom because she
helps me with my homework and
cooks me breakfast for me.
Mitchell Mat Smith

ny

Why I love my mom...,
I like it when she hugs mc. I
love my mom so much that I'm
going to be baptised on Mothers
Day. I love my mom when she lets
me have clasic coke.
Scott Elrod

Why I love my mom...
I love my mom because she
cooks good food and tells me
stories. My mother is very nice. I
love her a whole lot!
Chelsee Thompson

I love my mom because she
loves me. all moms love their
children. I ant Happy that she
loves me.
Lisa Bennett

nd
ove
ad

her Baby. She takes mc places.
She signs mc up for dance. You
are the Best! I love you.
Mallory Rudolph

me and dad. Happy week before
Mothers day.
William Ray
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More letters from Carter
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for Moms & Grads
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753-7435
406 S. 12th • Murray

Why I Love My Mom...
I love my mom because she
loves me and helps me. She takes
me places and gets me things. She
gives me food, my own room,
toys, and money for doing things.
My mom helps me at school and at
home. I love my mom.
Sincerly,
Michael
Why I Love My Mom?
I love my mom because she
gave me life. She provides for my
every need. She encourage me to
work hard in school. She is smart
and she loves her family! Most of
all, she wants me to grow up and
be a good citizen. Most of all we
all should love our moms. Our
moms love us very much and we
should love them to. Our moms
take us places were we want to go,
but we never say Thank You, well
Thank You. Thank You for taking
me to get new shoes. Thank you
for all your love for me. Thank you
mom for everything.
Sincerly,
Mallary
with all my love

Why I Love My Mom?
I love my mom because she is
very inteligent and nice. I also love
her because she has consideration
for me. She also is very nice she
does things for me. Now I'm taking
this time to say thank you mom.
Sincerly
Justin

Why I love my mom!
I love my mom because she
brought me into the world. My
mom always makes sure I have my
homework done. She also makes
sure I make good grades. She
alway cares. She gives me what I
need. She always makes sure I'm
fed and I'm clean. She gets me
birthday and Christmas presents.
She signs me up for baseball. She
makes sure I have school supplies.
She wakes me up on school days
and makes sure I get my bathroom
things done. My mom makes sure I
get a good education. My mom
takes me places and trys to let me
have fun. My mom takes me to
church so I can grow up and be a
good citizen. My mom loves me
and I love her. I love my mom
because she gives me clean food,
clean things to eat and clean things
to wear. My mom plays games
with me and my brother. Mr mom
is prety and very smart. My mom
is just the right "mom for me" I
love my mom! My mom wants me
to be a good citizen. Any mom
who wants that for her child is a
mom for me.
Sincerly,
Matt
Why I Love My Mom...
I love my mom because she's
pretty, and she provides my evrey
need, and also because she loves
me. She wants me to stay in
school, and if it wasen't for her, I
woulden't be right here today.
Most of all, she wants me to grow
up to be a good citizen. I love my
mom!
Love,
Ryan Houston

k

For That
Special- Mom

25% OFF ALL
ModierS Day

Why I Love My Mom...
I love my mom because she lets
me go places. She goes to work
every day. She makes brownies
and cakes. She buys me shoes and
other things. I love you mom.
Sincerily,
Catherine Settle
Why I love'my mom?
I love my mom because, she
cares about me,she provides every
thing that's needed for me. she
gets me suprises and she always
gives me hugs. To prove it she ust
to be very very scared of dogs
when I said I wanted one she said
she would let me buy one so I was
so happy. Then my mom got uste
to it, and now she loves him. And I
love her. She incurges me to do
well in school and always tells me
to do my best. My mom loves me,
and well I love her too. I love you

Why I Love My Mom?
She is nice I think I would give
her a hug but I can't becuse she's in
Dallas Texas. I love hes!sumac she
wants me to be a good perms.She
want me 10 go to diem
Sinceriey
Tracy B

Choose from our unique selection of decorative
accessories an floral amIngeounts.
1nte tiVs i44orriv

winifred's
Shopping Center
7504000

Jason

Love,
Loyal Auch

a

Rel-Alr

Why I love my mom?
I love my mom because she
gave me a home and food to live. I
also love my mom because she
wants me to be a good citan.n.
And she brought me into this
world. She is verey smart and she
wants me to go to school and learn.
And because she takes me to
church and learn about the bible
and to about God. I love her
because she gave me a alouence
and she takes me places. I love my
mom

MOT.

PICTURES
Until

Why I Love My Mom?
I love my mom because she
gave me life. She gives me my
every need. She encoures me to
work hard in school. Most of all,
she wanes me to be a very good
citezen so nothing will happen to
me. She treats me equaly. She is
always there when I need her.
That's why I love my mom.When I
get mad I try notto blame her. Still
I know she care's for me because
she always has and will. I love my
mom. She is smart and nice.
Sincerly,
Elizabeth

a
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Why I Love My Moen'
She always lakes me places
And give me love every when I
need it. I am reedy thank toll I hove
life I ma skid yoter my ism
Love
Trao Mama
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More letters from Mrs. Hufsey's class...
Why I Love My Mom?
I love my mother. She is nice.
She gives me food. My mom gives
me life. My mom teach's me
wrong from good.
Love,
Ashleigh Apple

head and she want's me to grow up
and be a good citzen. And I would
like to say is think you for everthing you've done for me. I love
you.
Sincerly,
Love Claudia

Why I Love My Mom?
I love my mom because she
gave me a life to live for and I also
love her because she gives me
fOod and she has a roof over my

Why I Love My Mom?
I love my mom because she
helps me get goad grades. And if
she did not dicide to have another
baby I would not be alive. And

when I am hen she helps me. Most .
of all she loves mc and my family:".
And I love her.
Sincerley
Amberly
Why I Love My Mom?
I'love my mom becusc she gave
me life, and she gives me everything I need, and she wants me to
grow up and be good cistine and
get a good job and work hard in

school, and be good. She love me.
Love,
Ronald
Why I Love My Mom?
I love my mom because she
provides food and cares for me
when I am sick. She is very smart.
She lets mc go to my frinends. She
is very nice to. And she wants me
to stay in school. I love you mom!
Love,
Edna

Letters from Ms. Pickston's class •
Ms. 1Pinkston
3rd Grade
Why I love my mom...
Because usually after school
she takes me to the Dairy Queen.
Sometimes when I get sick my
mom will take care of me. And on
Wedendays my mom takes me to
piano on time every week.
Richard B.
Why I love my mom...
I love my mom because she's
fun and plays games with me. She
let's me help her cook. My mom
let's me rearrange my room.
Erin

I like my mother...
I like my mommy because she
takes me out and lets my brother
and my dad and me go to Hopkinsvile. And she unders stands me.
And helps me on my home work
and when I make ajoke she likes it.
She gave birth and loves me. And
when I want her to watch me do
something she watches me.
Arthur

To Special Mothers

EVERYWHERE
.~(wipot,,00
Mother's Day was observed in 1907
at the request of Anna Jarvis of
Philadelphia, PA. who asked
her church to hold a service in
memory of all mothers on the
anniversary of her mother's death.
Throughout the years. Mother's
Day has become an annual opportunity to thank Mom for being the
wonderful person that she is. Don't
miss the chance to tell your Morn
thank you on Sunday. May 9.

Why I love my mom...
She huys me &bunch of thinp. I
get Five dollers allowance. a
week. She tikes me skating. And
lets my Friends spend the night.
She hikes me so tows. Buys me
Haw Mars. Lets me pity with
my Fries&
Wheel
Why I love my mom...
Mos my nes bp so po some
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\V Gifts
— of Jewelry
.will be hers to treasure forever.
See us for quality jewelry at competitive prices.

Ward's Jewelry 8 Western Wear
Bel-Air Center (Behind Sirloin Stockade) Murray 759-1616

erZe‘.1

Why I love my mom...
I love my mom. She tells mc
what to do. She helps me with my
homework and takes me where!
want to go. And she lets me play
with my friends and go to my
grandmother's and to my auntes.
Brandy Reed

an
dik sec eV% C Vert
thwg caw cm w make we kinl

HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY •

gometf2ing

Why I love my mommy...
Why I like my mommy because
she takes care of me when I an
sick. mommy takes me places I
want to go. Niomilly plays game
with me when I have no one to
play with.
Robyn Jacenta Mayfield

pkoe Ike k Look kr•meek.
die eau as MO her Hove my
Pm boor dr weeks over
aismilikeeme.Wames a not
11111111.
1111111 and umbosed

Why I love my mother...
Because she gave birth to me
and protects me. She puts food on
the table, clothes on my back, a
roof over my head. She can keep
good secrets. She understands my
needs. She is like a doctor when!
am sick. She let's me go places
with my friends. That's why I love
my Mother.
Adam

Why I Love My Mom?
I love my mom because she is
very nice,she lets me have a happy
life, and she lets me have special
things that I like. She provides
home and food. She forgives me
for the things I do wrong. She is
always there for me,and she loves.
And most of all,! love her too! She
takes care of me. I love her. I love
my mom!
Sincerly,
Allison

Mudd Funeral Hope
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Portmeirion Stoneware, Springtime
Kitchen Canisters, Beachwood Serving
Dishes, Upper Molds, Salt & Pepper
Mills, Pretty Summer Glasses, Tervis
Tumblers, Much, Much More!
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More letters from Ms. Pickston's
Why I love my mom...
I love my mom because she
protects me, she loves me. When
I'm feeling low she tries to cheer
me up, sometimes we will go out
to Wal-man and she t'Vould buy
me a toy, The main reason I love
her is she loves me.
Bryan Hopkins
Why I love my mom...
I love my mom because she
takes me places and lets me have
friends over to play. She lets us
stay up late to watch movies and
shows.
By Brian Asher

•

•

Why I love my mom...
I love my mom because she
teaches me between right and
wrong. She also takes me places. I
love my mom cause she lets me
have friends over. I also love my
morn cause i can tell her things and
she understands. I also love my
mom cause she would tuck me in
bed.
Meg

Why I love my mom...
I love my mom because she
cares about me. She encourages
me to do things. She lets me have
friends over. When I'm feeling
bad she cheers me up. When I
have homework and get a problem
wrong she tells me and I fix it.
When I miss the bus she will bring
me to school.
Kori

Why I love my mom...
I love my mom because She
gives me money and lets me go to
my friend's house and then she
buys me something and I buy her
something too.
Richard C.

1

Why I love my mom...
I love my mom because she
understands what its like being
the oldest. She lets me go Owes
without my sisters. My mom is my
bestfriend because I can talk to her
about almost anything. She encourages me. She gives me information when I have a problem.
She loves me and dosn't get mad at
me alot.
Natasha B.A.

Why I lo_ve my mom...
I love my mom because she
understands things I do. She takes
good care of me. She's always
helpful when I need help. She let's
me go to the movies, and rent a
movie. She let's me watch T.V.
whenever I want. And she buys
me new clothes. Thais why I love
my mom.
Carla Kingins

Why I love my mom...
I love my mom because shell
make me savy my money so I can
get something bigger and better.
Also because shell stay home with
me when she has to work. She's
gentle and kind. Shell take me out
to eat and she always takes me to
W al-Mart.
Jared

Why I love my Mama...
I love my Mama because she
tries her hardest to do her best to
help me,and to make sure that I try
also. She also understands my
problems like with homework and
other things. We both look alike.
Susan

Treat
ifrkaw4e9a
FABRIC SALE Mom to
Good Tuesday - Saturday May 4 - 8

SPECIAL CUSTOMER EVENT!

1131G
DAYS

WRITE YOUR OWN

FABRIC SALE

Why I like my mom...
I like my mom because she
listens to my problems. She
doesn't laugh at them. She takes
my brother and I out to eat at our
favorite places to eat. She lets me
talke on the phone I love my Mom
because she takes care of me.
Thats why I like my mom.
Ashley W.

Why I love my mom...
Because she gave birth to me
and she feeds me. And gets me
clothes and shoes. Got me some
earrings and gives me medicine
when lin sick. She helps me when
I get stuck on problems. She Lets
me go outside when my friends
come.
By Donna Sue Casey

a Tea.

TAKE ANY ONE FABRIC ITEM IN OUR STORE AND TAKE 33% OFF
OUR REGULAR MARKED PRICE. ANY FABRIC ITEM'

Why I love my mom...
I love my mom a lot because she
is nice to me. She buys me all
kinds of stuff. I really like her
because she takes care of me. She
understands stuffI do,because she
was a child in a harder life. I think
she's great. When she spanks me,I
get mad and say stuff I don't really
mean. Buy I love her so much for
getting me two puppies. I know
she can't afford a lot of stuff but
she gets me it anyway. When she
gets money on her birthday or
other special occasions she will
buy things for us. That's how nice
she is. She does other stuff too.
Tai Nicole °nen
Why I love my mom...
She mostly lets me have some
one over and all the time she likes
to take me places. And I like going
places with her to be with her.
Haley

Why I love my mom...
I love my mom because she lets
me go many places. She also lets
me Drive the car. My mom actually cooks for me too! She lets me
get a large icee everytime we go to
Wal-Mart
J. Walter Garrison
Why I love my mom...
I love my mom because she
understands me,she helps me out,
she loves me and doesn't really get
mad at me when I do something
wrong,shes nice to me,she takes
very good care of me,and shes my
best friend in the whole wide
world.
Ashley J.
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Singer UltralockTM
Machine Model 14U34

Machines
start at
£139.99

Sews 3-thread overlock
and flat lock stitch plus 4thread mock safety stitch
• Built-in sewing light
• Sews up to 1,300
stitches per minute
• Singer-exciustve free
arm and lay-in threading
• Stitch length adiustment
controls• Marrow rolled
hem plate included
• Carrying handle
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The Styllst""
Machine Model 4622
sew.25 stitches•Electronic
KIIIIICtcOntrol•Front drop in
bobbon•Easy threading system
•Touch & Wind hanctwheel
declutching•Free arm for sewing cuffs and sleeves• Built-in
carrying handle
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On this Mother's Day
Give Mom a gift she will
cherish. Choose from our
wide variety of prints,
frames, sculptures gnd
silk plants. t

The Floral Teapot Bouquet

Radiant flowers in a teapot
adorned with delicate flowers.
We can send one anywhere.
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Letters from Mrs.Roberts' clas
s
Carter Elem. School
Mrs. Roberts
3rd Grade

Why I Love My Mom?
She is sweet in her hear
t,
I guess I know why it is like
a
tart.
Whenever you ask for a pop,
She says "Wait stop."
Sometimes I say "that woman"
I hear a small voice that says
"What woman."
When you go to the store,
She asks for you to open the
door.
Somethings are so sweet,
The sound of a heartbeat.
She's in your palm,
And that's why I love my mom.
By Allysia Hood .
Why I Love My Mom?
I love my beacuse she let me be
in this world. She takes carred for
and loves me.I love her sum time
s
she yalls at me but I no she all way
s
loves me.Some times I get mad
at
her bull sill love her. We both love
each other.
By Coleman Maddox
I love my mom because she is
nice and kind. She lets me stay up
until 8:45 on school nightes. She
also buys me things and it's probably hard work being a mom and
dad at the same time. And I also
love my mom because she give
s
me food and clothes.
Laura E. Bennett
Why I Love My Mom?
Became she never stops worring about me.She allways knows
what I am talking about. And she
will sand by me.
Joey Clark
Hove my mom because of what
she dose for me. She spent almost
$700.00 taking me to the Allergey
and Asthma Clinic. She will have
to spend more money on rails.
I
also love my Mom because she
helps me when (need it. When
I
donlynderstand the dixections,t
o
homework she helps me. When I
get sick she helps me get better.
One more reasen I love my mom.
The reasen is that she loves me too.
I love you mom.
Jaleelah N. Alae AJou
Why I Love My Mom?
She keeps clothes on my beck
and keeps food on the table
and
gets me Wags and loves me
and
tackes
ia at night and she help
me with my home titort. I love s
my
mom.
Daisy Pace
I love my mom became
loves me and she takes care she
of me
and she gives me all cindes of stuf
f
like toys and gimes. I love my
-mos vary snickloamy Clot

Why I Love My Mom?
She gave me my birth and she
does neat things for me. Like buys
me candy and she is verey special
to me she loves me a lot.
Samuel Reynolds
My mom is the nicest mom in
the world. Because she helps me
do my homework. I love her

dearlly. She does stuff for me.
I
really love my mom.
Jon Hedges

Why I love my mom bcause shc
gave me birth. And she has raisdc
me from a infant to baby to a boy
and thats why I love my mother.
Matthew Morris

Why I Love My Mom?
1. I love my mom because she
cares about me. 2. I love my mom
because she had me. 3. I love my
mom _lust because I love her. 4. I
love my mom because she is
special. 5.1 love my mom because
she plays with me. 6. I love my
because my mom loves me. THE
END
Stephen Butterworth

I love my mother becase
she
cooks for me. And she someti
mes
even cleans for me. I love
my
mother I love my mother and
I
know she loves me.She let us
have
a dog. She even let us hav
e a
mouse in the house. And there
are
lots and lots of other things
but I
think thats fine for me!
Dana Hopkins

Save Now Thru
Mother's Day
On All These
Great Fashions!
Take An Additional

25% OFF
Our Already Low Prices On:
* SPRING DRESSES
* COORDINATES
* 2-PIECE DRESSING
* FASHION HATS
* SPRING HANDBAGS
* DRESS SHOES
* HAIR ACCESORIES
* FRAGRANCES
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More letters framMrs. Roberts'elass
Dear Mom,
Mom I love you because I like
when you let me have friends over.
I like when you eiorn and,
I ask you
ill can eiron the clothes and you
could clean the clothes. So we
could have time to do the other
stuff we need to do. I like to mop
the floor when My mom is sleepy
or if stie doesn't fill good or if her
back is sore.
Your daugher,
Mallory Cathey
I love my mom because she is
sweet nice and very prtty. She
buys me stuffand lettes me stay up
late and have slumber partys. My

mom is very lovably. I love my
mom.
Love,
Ashley
Why I Love My Mom?
She is nice and sweet. She loves
to bake cheese cake, cookies. She
loves me very much because I love
her and I am her daughter.
Carroll Stockard
Why I Love My Mom?
Because she is nics and sweet
and she will help me with my
homework some time she will not
some time she will not help me

with my home work because she
will have to do her work.
Tiffany Beane
I love my mom because she is a
very speshil persen. I love my
mom because she dose my hair
win I ask her to. And I love my
mom because wen I was little she
took care of me. I thingk my mom
is a very speshil mom.
Love,
Amy Mcloan
She nice to me. She sect to me.
She loveing to me.She gave me all
the love in the world.
David Hightower

Special Gifts
For Your
Special
Mom!

I love my mom because she
cleans my room. She let's me get
away with a fue things. She let's
me have-five dollers a week for
allowens. She always has breakfest on the table when I need it.
That's why I love my mom.
Edwin Coombs
Why I Love My Mother?
I love my mom because she is
nice. And because she cookes for
me. And she washes my cloths for

me. And she buys stuff for me.
And I love her because she helps
me with my homework.
Steven Saunders
Whyj Love My Mom?
My I love my mom because she
hopes me and because she hopes
me clean because she loves me to
and she is nice to me and because
she buy thing for me on my
birthday and on Christmas eve and
some other times.
,
Christin Duncan

Treat Mom -to a
Great Steak Dinner,
Sirloin Stockade's

Mother's
Day
t
Rib Eye'%
Dinner
2P1499

Includes Free,.
Delicious Hot Food, Salad and
Soup Bar, Hot Roll and
Choice of Potato
Ice Cream & Suhdae Bar

Mom will just love our tender,juicy. 7 oz. U.S.D.A. Choice
Rib Eye Steak Dinner, cooked just the way she likes.
Plus she'll get a choice of a big, steamy Baked Potato or
golden French Fries.
It's a great treat for a Great Mom from Sirloin Stockade.

a.

SIRLOIN

STOCKADe

Family Steak House
HOUR& Run. Thum. II s... p..
Fri.•11.1. 11 saia.-111 p.m

Bel-Air Center. Murray
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Letters from Carter Elementary —Mrs. Wildey's class
•••••••••

Carter Elem. School
Mrs. Wildey's
3rd Grade
Why I Love My Mom...
The reason I love my Mom is
because she loves me. I love her
because she helps me. I love her
because she plays with me.But the
real reason I love her is because
she taught me all I know.
Love._
Amanda Ellis
Why I Love My Mom...
I love Mom because she loves
me. When I need her shes ,always
there. Sometimes shes mad at me,
but she still loves me. I love my
mom.
Love,
Marshall Welch
Why I Love My Mom...
The reason why I love my mom
is because she cooks for me and
she iron's for me and I'm happy
that I got such a great mom she
always makes my bed and for that I
am golfing to buy her some
flowers for Mother's day and yesterday she went to a lot ofstores to
buy me something to just satsied
me.
Love,
Jason Wilkins
Why I Love My Mom...
I love my mom because she is
nice. My mom brings me to neat
places. When I am sad she cheers
me up.She is very considerate. My
mom is loving. When I grow up, I
want to be just late her.
Shannon Kipphut

Why I Love My Mom...
I love my mom because she is
nice. She buys me stuff. She helps
me with my homework. She helps
me on how to spell words. She let's
me have friends over to play or
spend the night. She let's me, go
over to people's house when they
invite me over.
Love,
Heather Collins
Why I Love My Mom...
I love Mom because she is so
sweet and sensitive. I love her,and
she loves me. I love Mom because
we get along great! And we have
been together for nine years.
Whenever I'm sad she's right there.
She helps me with my problems(if
I had any.) And that is why I love
my mom! I Love You Mom!
Brivany Overby
Why I love my mom is because
she is sweet and kind. She always
cares about me. My mom always
go on walks with me. And she also
sometimes play with me. My mom
also let me have parties. My mom's
cooking is delicious.
David Lee
Why I Love My Mom...
The reason I love my mom is
because thatshe puta roofovermy
and brothers head. And she gave
birth to me on January 13, 1984.
And that she have raised me WI
this day. And gave me hope and
love. And you do the best that no
one have gave me. And I try to
give it back.
Love,
Delanda Olive

Why I Love My Mom...
I love my mom is that she dose
the work and hard work. I like to
help her and, that she is allways
there for me.
Michael

Why I Love My Mom...
I love my mom because she is
nice to me and cares about me and
she loves me,
Your Son,
Drew Fielder
P.S. I love you ampm!!!

Why I Love My Mom...
I love my mom because every Why I Love My -Mom...
I love my mom because she is
morning she makes my bed for me
sweet.
My mom's name is Teevery morning. I love my mom
reassa.
She love's me and my
because every morning she wakes
me up first instead of my brother. I sister. She thakcs us places like
love my mom because she is were she use to work. I love my
always nice to me. She always mom because she is nice and kidc
fixes me a drink when I need one. to us. She has been with me for ten
And that is why I love my mom. I years, she has been with my sister
(Alicia) for eight years. We love
love my mom.
OW mom!
Love,
Angella Woods
Ashley Tripp
Why I Love My Mom...
Why I love my mom is because
I love my mom becus she is nise
she is nice and so time she woud and becus she takes care of me and
give me money. She let's me go becus she buys me stuff.
over to people's house when they
Josh Seavers
invite me over.
Love,
Daniel Adams
I love my mom because she
helps me with my work. She gets
me candy when she can. She even
lets me cook supper. She deos the
things I ask her to.
Love,
Maranda Bellew
Why I Love My Mother...
I love my mom because she's
sweet. I love my mom because
she's neat. I love my mom and I
would Me toy Happy Mothers
Day.
Love,
Chelsea Cathrine Sears

Why I Love My Mom...
I love my mom because she
loves me. She makes things so
convenient. So, I can't help but
love her right back. She's the best
mother in the whole world. And I
hope I neve,Llose her.
Hollic Oltristina West
Why I Love My Mom...
I love my mom because she is
always there hurt felling and sad
felling I love her because she
carrels for me when I disapointing
she is always there:
Clayton Elliott
Why I Love My Mom...
I love my mom because she is
nice to mc all the time. I would not
want my mom to leave me for
every or I would be sad and my
brother would too. Sometime's I'm
bad sometime's I'm good but I steal
love my mom.
Bradley Franks

Just
Wight
For

Classic?
Sporty?
Casual?
Professional?

GIFTIDEAS

We've Got Her Style!
Your Mom Is SpeciaLSo Are Our Gifts).
Halfmark Cards. & Stationery • Jewelry
Photo Frames 'Photo Albums
tAsseff Stover Candies
'Decorator Coffectibles And So Much More!

The Lowest Prices and Best Selection In Town'

sHoe
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RE ADMORE
(lievtnut ,644

BOOK-N-CA R D 41*

Connie • Hush Puppies • Soft Spots
Naturalizer • Bass • Eastland
and Mootsie Tootaie

74 Petieet Pdis At 74 Preiea Plies
t4 rrLJ

Chestnut Hells. Murray • 7534212
Ky. Oaks Mall. Paducah • 441-1331
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re from Carter...
a

30% Off Sale
REVERE WARE
A heritage of excellence!
The legacy of Great American cooking
lives on... in Revere Ware. Generations
have tripsted its outstanding cooking

Why I Love My Mom...
I love my mom because she is
considerate and kind. She is alway's on my side. She's nice she's
my mom I love her so.
Love,
Kelly Gipson

Why I Love My Mom...
I love my mom becuse she is
nice, and she loves me. I love my
mom becuse she buys me thangs
and I love my mom becuse she's
my MOM.
Love,
Matt Ragsdale

Why I Love My Mom...
I love my mom because she is a
loving, caring, and a nice woman.
She is a good cook and a beautiful
lady. I love my mom because she
is the best mom in the word.
Sincerliy,
Megan Schell

Why I Love My Mom...
I love my mom because she is
my mom. My mom helps me alot
of the time. I love my mom
because she is nice. It is hard four
what my mom does. She finds time
four me and does not get mad.
Love,
Derek Chandler

performance. And so can you—
with special savings!
,..••••••

Revere Ware Copper-CIed Cooney* cantonss lustrous stainless steel
and haatoPrOadong 050oor bottom' They're, way to door and practicialy
adosaudtaal
Covered Saucepans lestune may-cool knobs and handles and 1191'4141N
Ida *el help rotor moratuna Oven sale.
NOW
11k.'• Retell
11.75
21.10
A) 1-01. Covered Pot 14.01
111.00
MSS
8) 2.01. Covered Pot 1402
woo
IMOD
C1 4-01. Covered Pot '404
MAW
Set
()) 7 Piece Revere

E) 10-art Covered French Chefs MOM CCOIS your favarOo dishes
cluezedy. evenly • from steak and owe le noinelle cumin& Hanging rtng.
1450
NOW
.s.111111OO
23..22
41.22
t0-111. ekasI.
F) 4172-01. Covered 044411I On Cooks delicious meals OM top of no range
or m ttes own. plus youl boo Its convenient steel 1424.
11-Cup WhIedIng Tettheele is stainless steel iseti
NOW
wooer bottom
111.111

All Fiestaware 10% Off
Crystal and Canister sets

25%

OFF

After a hard days work, Lana Tribble still has time to discuss son's,
Blake Dixon, fun activities at Apple Tree School.

Prices Good Thru Saturday, May 8th

Give Mom A Break...
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Baking soda is a natural "mot
her's ,
helper," and a money saver, to
o

Nothing keeps you busier than a baby
does!. And with the messy feed
ings.
splashy baths and the seemingly endle
ss
diaper changes comes the inevitable
cleanup of just about every visible—
and
sometimes invisible —surface of
the baby's room and the baby. To keep baby
happy and baby's room sparkling clean
,
a box of ARM & HAMMERS Baki
ng
Soda- can be a true "mother's helpe
r."
and a money- saver, too!
For much less than a dollar, a onepound box of baking soda can he
used
safely and effectively to clean and.
de -

°doom virtually everything from diape
r
pads to changing tables, so you can
reduce the number -of cleaning spray,.
creams, liquids and powders you buy
Below are several ways for you to start
putting baking soda to work in your
baby 's room
• Laundry hampers-and - diaper pails
can he kept fresh and dean with a
periodic wipe-down with a baking soda
solution of four tablespoons of baking
soda
and one quart of water. Baking soda
not
only cleans dirt and grime, but it also
eliminate% odors.

DE:SIGNER Diane Von Furstenberg
and her daughter Tatiana. for who
feminine, floral fragrance was name
m Diane't
d.

Choose the right fragrance
for Mother's Day gifting
The perfect gift for Mother's Day
is a
Oriental blends such as Revlon's Char
fragrance that best expresses her
own lie Oriental or Intimate,
suggest a mystepersonal style. Now more than
ever, rious and intoxicating
presence.
there is a wide selection of sugge
stive
Citrus blends like Jean Nate represent
and expressive scents, including
those an effervescent,
happy mood and can be
created by well-knowq,celebrities
and an ideal and unive
designers.
rsal fragrance choice.
A most appropriate celebration of
Spice
s,
gree
ns
and
forests are ideal for
love
between mother and daughter is desig
the all-around, outdoorsy type of woma
ner
n
Diane Von Furstenberg's fragrance
who likes a natural ambiance.
Tatiana. Named for her daughter
To
get
the
full
fragrance effect, test
and designed to celebrate womanhood,
each fragrance by allowing the scent
Tatia
to
• expresses a woman's multi-faceted na develop on your skin for ten minut
es. Exnature. And a woman's nature should
peri
ment with one fragrance at a
defitime;
nitely be considered when selec
ting a testing too many at once will defeat your
fragrance.
goal of finding the single best fragr
ance.
When choosing a fragrance for
Then,decide if she would prefer a peranother, say Revlon fragrance autho
rities, fume, a cologne or an eau de toilette.
remember that the scent should be
much Perfumes are the longest-lasting and
like her own personal signature.
It should most intense form of scent; colognes are
represent her feelings and temperam
A BABY CARE ESSENTIAL that'
ent. the most delicate and subtle form of fras both ‘er•atile and economical,
Therefore, first analyze her personalit
ARM &
HAMMER. Raking Soda can be a true
y, grance; and eau de toilettes are perfect as
"mother'. helpe
attitude and lifestyle, and then consi
ckan
s
hut
also
eliminates odors, which will make both r." Raking vista not only
der all-over body refreshers.
baby and mother happy.
the different categories of scents
availAs an extra addition to her gift, add
able — flora's, greens, spicy blend
a
s, cit- list noting "forgotten" pulse
rus blends, oriental blends and
points for
forest fragrance— ankles, temples,
inside elblends.
Wws, inside thighs, and backs of
FloraIs express a romantic femininity
knees.
. Whichever scent is chosen,
Tatiana is a fragrance that exud
the time
es a taken to purchase just the right
unique floral essence, conjuring up
one is an
feel- expression of love and grati
tude.
ings of romance and femininity.
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MOM

As laundry accumulates;sprinkle'
baking soda between each layer to
keep the
hamper odor-free. And, to help
remise
sour odors from baby's clothes,
add
cup of baking soda to your washing
niachine during the rinse Cycle.
• When the baby's tub becomes
dingy
from regular use. give it a thor
ough
cleaning by sprinkling baking soda
on a
damp sponge and souring._ For persi
stent stains, such as soap residue,
make a
baking soda paste of three parts bakin
g
soda to one part water and gentl
y scrub
area with a sponge or still-bristled
brush
Rinse with clear water and huff dry. .
• Don't overlook the rubber or plast
ic
padding on the changing tabl
e and
bumpers around the crib! Keep
them
squeaky-clean by wiping them
with a
baking soda solution. Also, baking
soda
is a natural product that won't irrita
te ha•by's skin, should the two come
in contact.
• To clean baby bottles and plast
ic
containers that retain milk or food
odors,
_just swish with hot water and
a baking
soda solution. Cover the conta
iners
shake, or wipe the inside with a sponand
ge.
Baking soda helps to clean those hard
to-reach corners and to keep bottl
es sanitary for your baby. For stubborn
food
smells in plastic containers.'soak
overnight in a baking soda solution.
•If the constant tracking ,back
and
forth in your baby's room leaves
black
heel marks on the floor, sprinkle baki
soda onto a damp sponge and rub ng
into
.the marks. Rinse and buff dry. Baki
ng
soda removes the marks without-sc
ratching your floors.
For additional cleaning hints
from
ARM & HAMMER Baking Soda to
make —
your baby's room, and the rest
of your
home, sparkling clean and fresh-smel
ling. send a self-addressed, stam
ped
envelope to: "Great Ideas,— ARM
&
HAMMER Division, Church & Dwig
ht
Co., Inc., P.O. Box _7648, Princeton,
blf
08543-7648.
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MOTHER'S DAY

,•
Tms Mother's Day, don'tforget to
remember the mother-to-be, also!

and-pop atmosphere for their own children. Thus. Beegotten Creations was
begotten, and now sells novelties like
mugs and keychams as well as maternity
and paternity clothing and hats.
The maternity tee-shirts and sweatshirts are oversized.and perfect for coSering an expanding body comfortably.
Besides "mother to (bee)," some of the
other slogans available include. "(Bee)
quiet! Baby sleeping." "Oh, to (bee) thin
again" and "May the stork (bee) with
you." Also available IN a full line of maternity sportswear from the mythical university. "Prep)State."
Becgotten Creations products are
available in many maternity shops across
the country, and they also can be ordered
by phone. For $19.95, an expectant
mother can be enrolled in a club called
PASTELS—Perfect for Mother's Day and capturvil
One company that specializes in such
M.O.M.,the Maternal Order of Mothers sPRING'S FEMININE
The Nines. The bag. peach satin ribbon and gift card are
fun clothing and- other products for
to Be. and receive a tee-shin, mug, key- in co•tom gift wrap from
Mother's Day.
through
purchase
any
with
free
is
fathers-to-be)
mothers-to-be (and
chain and a copy of the PRA (Pregnant
called Beegotten Creations. Its line'nf
Rights Admendment).
products for pregnant women and even
Fathers-to-be can be enrolled in To pamper mom...
their spouses features oversized teeB.I.R.F.. the Brotherhood of Ignored and
" shins and sweatshirts ginhlazoned with
Repressed Fathers to Be. The Company
phrases such as "mother to he" and "facan be reached toll-free . at 1-800-722ther to be" with the word "he" replaced
3390 to place an order or to request a @For today's busy woman juggling ca- for powder and Borghtse for Italian
by a picture of a smiling bumblebee.
free catalog.
reer and family. giving might not always color and style.
Whatever you decide to do this Moth- he better than receiving. Long lines, inThe company began in 1983 when enA generous sampling program rounds
adequate-sales __help_ and _undue- presSurr -out-the-service-concept c-empleting-iis
-Ircprencur-Susan-Eduar-in--the midst-of---DOOMFORGET the-mother-to-be this er's Day for.thPmother,_to,be.
her second pregnancy. decided to do Mother's Day! Here, Susan Felker of life, just make sure you.do something to have complicated a once-pleasurablepro- promise of total satisfaction for the coslet her know how important she is. After cess and made it another chore.
something to get her husband Lloyd Beegotten Creations id..., a gill
metics shopper. Just browsing for your
Mother's Day shopping this year could mother's gift will be a rewarding experimore involved. So, she had a baseball hat that any expectant mother would lose to all, if this is her very first Mother's Day
custom-printed with the words "father to receive this Mother's 1/as. For MOM in. land even if it isn't), she needs all the bring hack the good old days. If you ence!
be"and gave it to Lloyd. He wore it to formation or a free catalog. call i-ittat. support and love that family and friends weren't thinking of cosmetics and fraA I3orghese lipstick, snappy Ultima
can gale her.
the beach and pregnant women came up 722-3390,
grances for mom, you should, not just Color Hits palette and de Markoff founbebut
gifts,
because they make great
dation arc among the free gifts you'll recanse Revlon has made cosmetics shop- ceive when you visit The Nines, pan of
ping simple. fast-and fun. Yes. yuu read their plan to encourage shoppers to try
that right!
before they buy.
Ultima. Princess Marcella Borghese.
Mother's Day is a perfect time to pamCharles of the Rite and Germaine Monteil per your mother in ways she wouldn't
"boutique".
cosmetics
one
arc now part of
indulge herself. Why not bring her in for
called The Nines, at fine department a free face chlor wardrobing from Borstores nationwide (Revlon, Alexandra de ghese and treat her to the products they
Markoff. Lancaster and Prestige Fra- suggest? Or introduce her to the luxury
. are pan of The Nines at-selected of custom-blended face powder froin
grances
Charles of the Ritz?
Focus groups of cosmetics consumers
If you can. sncara peak at her makethe
for
helped develop the basiGstructure
bottles are nearly
concept. Not surprisingly, they groaned up stash and see which
lipsticks nearly flat. Take
about endless waiting. pressure to buy empty, which
fragrance and surproducts they didn't need and hopping note of her .favorite
body lotion or bath oil in
from counter to counter making multiple prise her with
that scent. The Beauty Advisor will retransactions.
be able to give
At The Nines, simplicity and service cord your purchases and
service the
are the keys. One higlay trained beauty your mother personalized
advisor can walk you through a multitude next time she visitsthe siore.
In honor of Mother's Day, The Nines
of products, helping you chore what's
will package your purchase in beautiful
right for you. regardless of the brand.
There you'll find total beauty and custom chopping bags, complete with a
treatment care, with each brand an au- gift card and lush satin ribbon. The gift
thority in one area: Germaine Monied wrap is free with any purchase at The
kw firming skincare. Charles of the Ritz Nines through Mother's Day.
ot mothers will he lorgotten to him every ten minutes or so to ask
Or% coming Mother's Day not because where he'd gotten the hat.
The Eckers realized that they had a
their children are neglectful. hut because
their children haven•t .been horn vet' hot concept on their hands. Both had
These mothers are the mothers-to-bc,:. all grown up in entrepreneurial families and
the women who will he pregnant this they wanted to create that.same mornfvlothir's Day
_If these mothers don't already have
children. they're likely to he ignored on
Mother's Day - and that's not fair! After
all. it's not easy being pregnant. A
• mother-to-be may not be jS busy as she
will be once the haby is born, but she
doe<have plent'y of new responsibilities
and worries.
Here's something to 'relieve s • of
the tension of a future mother. A .great
gift idea for Mother's Day.. might be a
cute or whimsical tee-shirt for weekend

Treat her to personalized beauty
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;limier specials
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—* BITE SIZE SHRIMP DINNER
— 'Tender fried-AWINibesived With
your choice or rie•
immide•

* CHICKEN FILLETS DINNER
Breast fillet strips fried
golden brown. Served with your
choice of rice or potato.

* HALF O'POUND DINNER
A half pound of charbroiled USDA
choice ground beef topped with
onion rings or sauteed mushrooms.
Served with green beans and
mashed potatoes.

* COUNTRY FRIED STEAK DINNER
Tender steak, lightly breaded and
smothered in country milk gravy.
Served with green beans and
mashed potatoes.

ALL DINNER SPECIALS ARE SERVED WITH
SOUP, SALAD AND FRUIT BAR.
SUNDAY. THURSDAY

HWY 441 N.

71$411117

-Today's mothers and children
have closed the generation gap
which us better informed and better educated Experienced mothers have levelled the peaks and valleys that differproblem a mother and child confronted
Today's new mothers are Baby Room- ence in age once created
ers The result' The closing of the generToday 's nuclear family is better off.
ation pp This group seems to have a will contribute more to society and en
profoundly better understanding of their
pity% the "good life" in a was that was
children There is J greater sionpatalsol- never even envisioned by pre% ious wryer
ity between today ir'mother% •nd their at ins
Families Perhaps Its because ill a height
("hildren are tither understood, gener
retpoiwtholley thai Lornes ally better cared kw and, as they relish
ened %crime
who
both
are
from i.hitdren ot parents
adulthood, better trained to undertake
working twits& Ow home
the economa . political and parental tour
The app that on% e %reeled gcneraimmal itetta html ultimately fall 1111 the shoulders
Jiffereeste% has (seen Jmappearing More of every adult
mother% hate •%tiler raw.Mum and. as
There'• a good powrietaility that you
a relate hire he% mew lawyers dimity%
heedipad the regrown/I gap without really
t %woeant% and eselikeierk WWI piteept
There % • likelihood that to
11411411114‘
the
ni uneokarbend
preimievou•hers ea taloned) better
The,., bjLaa.us OS SIPS a bine
with show oroailklathiress than their iwan
maker% They're pd. o• es. as Mum
neelehet% did with Own%
•
•4
F.
1141•N
4.1•44•••••1 SIMON 0.1.1111ible
We'Pe on the v.e) 16.1% wigORE04% is
teeth is tairmilie Ish as She sod d She •Iliowsiowat• Ala &lea the tali ,11
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Ws time to make way for Flowers: Always appropriate for Mother's Day
'
d
When Anna Reeves Jan, is conceo,e
A great tradition has developed for
Mother's Day, she proposed flowers as a Ntiriheis DJ), It's not just. the thought,
hut also the consemence that his nicely
token of remembrance
Her idea was to go out into the West into your lifestyle_ You don't even ha.e.
II you look around the stores, this Virginia countryside and pick sortre--of Its go ir:ar the florist's if you don't haw
Mother's Day, you'll find that things are the wild blooms that grew in such -prolu- the time- lust pick up the phone and orchanging. Instead of gifts That are remi- sion in May.
der What you think would please mom
niscent of grandmotherly classics, stores
From her humble thought has grown a Your order will be delivered on request.
are filled with colorful, comfortable gifts' Mother's Day tradition - sending a floral regardkss of distance.
that could be used by mother and daugh- arrangement to mother on her day
_Over the years. wild flowers base been
ter alike.
Flowers can come in the shape of a bou- xastly refined. Today. all kinds of cultsAn example is Liz Claiborne -Fre= quet. corsage or living plant that can sated fTowers are 'available on requIst
glance's new gift sets. At $35.00 each, keep on giving all through the year
the Amer
I he top faxonte is the rose
they contain one ounce of Liz Claiborne
Fragrance and your choice of either a red
and white flower pin or two pair of trouser socks, one yellow and one white.
According to Ms. Banks. they were
chosen for their value for the dollar, as
well as for their silent way of saying "My
mom is fashionable, youthful and attractive, and I want her to have something
fun that is purely for her own enjoyment."
•New demands for high performance:
Remember when women thought nothing
of spending a -Whole day in the beauty
parlor getting their hair washed and set?
Those days are definitely gone!

the mom ofthe nineties
@Its amazing that only 20 years ago the
woman who stayed home and raised children was deemed a non-working woman.
It's even more amazing that, while
housework and child rearing are now
recognized as full time jobs, women also
have to earn a Alliheck and find time for
Themselves. What's a mother to do?
According to Wendy Banks, Co-President of Liz Claiborne Cosmetics, "She
starts demanding certain essentials she
never thought of before. Today's mother
has needs that are radically different
from the mother of 20 years ago and the
world is changing fast to meet those
needs."
Nowhere is this more evident than in
the three billion dollar cosmetics industry, which has long promoted the concept
of the ideal woman, and, guess what?
The big news is that there is no longer
such a thing as "the ideal woman!"
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HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY • HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY

The"new" American woman
• New demands for self-expression:
One of the biggest changes in recent
Changing with the times
years is that women don't want to be told
how they should look or feel.
"The modern mom wants products
They no longer strive to be carbon
copies of movie stars or Unrealistic god- and services that are quick, easy and
desses. The truth is that they want to long-lastine*Is. Banks says. "She
look and feel like the best possible ver- wants things that she can wear at the office, at a party, at home or anywhere,
sion of themselves.
"One might say that beauty and fash- and feel totally comfortable in them.
ion are becoming a relief, instead of a What's more,she wants to have all of this
with maximum convenience.
pressure," Ms. Banks says. "For the first
"Manufacturers like us must listen to
time, women are being assured that it's
okay to wear fragrance and feel some- her and respond. Years ago, the beauty
thing other than what the advertising dic- industry made the decisions and our
mothers followed willingly. Today,
tates, such as feeling sexy or innocent.
"Fragrance and cosmetics now let you women make the demands and it is up to
express and enjoy any mood or feeling us to come up with the solutions."
These demands have spawned new adyou might have, rather than dictating
vances in cosmetic technology. Women's
what your mood should be."
•New'demandsfor Mother's Day: Not fragrances are now in shampoos, condiso long ago, mothers longed for house- tioners and body grains.
hold appliances as gifts. The woman who
Fragrance forms are made to layer
got a new washing machine was thrilled, over one another so they last all day long.
despite the hidden message that she was Products work perfectly in every possible
viewed primarily as a housekeeper.
way or women won't buy them.
Today, the most appreciated gift is the
Think about how much things have
one that shows her that you view her as changed...would Ward Cleaver ever
an attractive, vital woman who deserves have given June a red triangle filled with
to be pampered with things that are fun perfume and two pair of brightly colored
and for her own personal enjoyment.
socks?
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Large Selection of B-eautifut
House Plants
$900

Potted Roses
Hanging Baskets

$900
Reg. $12.00

Statuarys - Sundials
Wind Chimes

Great Gift Ideas for Mom

Beautiful Rhododendrons

$20' & Up
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t seful and usual

• Peignoir
• Hall slip
• Robe
• Perfume
• Makeup kit
• Bath bead+
• Earrings
• Watch
• Bracelet
• Scarf
• Exercise outfit
• Pen/pent if set
• Wallet
• Calculator
• Portable cassette player
• Nightgown
• Panties
• Lounging P1's
• Eau de toilette
•Cologne
• Skin care regimen
• Beth talc
• Necklace
• Rog
• Scarf pin
• Handkerchiefs
•%nog 'hues
• Date/addresi hook
•
g
i:o
lilos
• Stal
• Rickert radio

scan rose The rose is now the national
flower. so sending mom roses on Moth •
er's Das IS sort of-patriotic. lasts
•
Whatever you decide,do it early enough
so you can he assured of delivery by
Sunday. May 9th, the date of Mother's Day
in 1993. Even with mothers getting an
average of 21
/
2gifts, one of them can say it
with florals. Research tells us that almost
90 percent of a panel quesuoned said they
send flowers as one of the gifts they lavish
on thcsr mothers Its easy — and the thing
to do!

Out tithe ordinary
• Exercycle
• Fitness course
• Trip to California
• Designer lingerie
• A week in Bermuda
• Auto-focus camera
• Day at a beauty salon
• Foreign language course
• Designer wardrobe
•Sewing machine
•Indoor gym
• Health club membership
•Tickets to a Broadway show
•Camcorder
•College extension course
• Relaxer lounge chair
• Week-end cruise
• Microwave oven
Out of this world
• Laptop computer
• Portable TV
• Electronic pocket duirv
• Flying lessons
• Concorde tickets to Paris
• Trip to China
• Cellular phone kw her sar
• Week in a health 'ape
• Desk -top copier
• 16 such edgy TV
• Pocket spoil checker
• Picasso original
• Ast belloos ode
• 100 loibery Iscliets
•('r)Pik•••

Hibscus

Bush 0, Tree $18"

& s,25"

Braided Figs

00
$20

Weeping Cherries

$60°°

. & - •".
•

Gotifen Chain Trees
TIP: Give Mom A Hug and A Kiss Sunday!
••

759-4512
Mon.-Sat. 8-6, Sun. 1-5
Hwy. 94 East

Hoffman's
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New MomsGreet New Life

•

1"

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

EDITOR'S NOTE -- It is .though. slic's bashful when the
always mother's day at a St. tears start to flow.
Peter's Medical Center, where
"I'm sorry," she says, "hut
the world greets more than 15 my -hornumes are a mess."
•
newborns on an average day.
So much emotion, so many
The moms rest, recuperate -- physical changes in these,. first
and meditate on motherhood, 'days. Mrs. Davidson has done
and on these wondrous new
this before. -She's the mother of
lives.
Justin, a rambunctious 4-yearold. But having a daughter is
iy LESLIE.DREYFOUS
different.
AP National Writer
"Somehow it seems like.
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.
boys and men make do in this
(AP) — It's dreary out, rain
world. Women hive to struggle
falling sporadically along the
a little harder," says Mrs.
commercial route to St. Peter's
Davidson. 32. "But my mother
Medical Center. Hospitals, too,
wanted me to have a daughter
are _often dismal — uncomfortso I would feel what she has
able 'places full of sickness'and
felt: very, very close."
death.
Widowed young, Mrs. DavidBut up.. on the fourth floor, son's, mother raised her children
-none of this is on the agenda.
alone. She was always there for
Men,- grinning nervously, trail
Ilene and her sisters, always
their laboring wives with c.ups
made time for dinner together,
full .of ice. And everywhere, for sharing secrets and dreams.
small pink bundles of new life
"She is _so . dernonsultive,
squirm. gurgle and. occasional=
full of caring love. If anybody
ly. squall.
ever said anything about one of
More babies are delivered at
her daughters. she got her. back
Si. Peter's each year than most
right up," Mrs. Davidson. says.
anyplace in the United States. "I absolutely believe in equal
The hospital is renowned
rights. and I want my., daughter
among medical professionals
to feel the same way."'
for its expert newborn care. But
Being there, Mrs. Davidson
the nearly -6.000 women who firmly believes, is half the
check -out each year remember
battle. So her husband, a fire
it mostly as the place where it
marshal, is working three,jobs.
all starts.
.And she has given up work at a
Motherhood.
day care center near their home
Awesome. Fearsome. Full of
in Dayton, N.J. .
intrigue and boundless dreams.
"There are so many women
A new child represents hope,
who arc not fortunate enough to
and the all the potential of an
be able to stay at home. I saw it
enormous canvas that has not
in my child care business every
yet been splOtched with a.single
day. It's so hard on parents. It
color.
rips them apart," Mrs. DavidDuring these first days, sevson says..
eral mothers took the opportuni"I'm thankful that I'm lucky.
ty to sit back and contemnlate
I had a choice. 'Somehow,the world that awaits their new
somewhere, somebody needs to
babies.
provide for a choice. We've got
They aren't "remarkable"
to find a way to provide finanmoms. They don't plan on makcial assistance to parents —
ing headlines; they aren't
moms or dads — who want to
'single,- or teen-aged,- drugstay ltome.'"addicted, poor or particularly
troubled.
EVA GONDOR-FEHER, AND
With their husbands, they arc
PAUL
simply trying to make their way
At 46, Eva Gondor-Feher's
among life's roadblocks. Their
face is more deeply lined than
concerns arc common: child
those of the younger mothers on
care, racism, violence, sexism.
the ward. But beyond her age,
They imagine a safe and open
she is remarkable for her
world.
tenacity.
One in which their children
tried very hat to get pre..
will feel welcome.
gnant," she said. Her first husband didn't want children; she
ILENE DAVIDSON. AND
lied to him, and tried to get preBRIANNA
gnant anyway. But nothing
"I hope Brianna will he an
seemed to work. Doctors evenaspiring woman in the wor4d. I
tually told her she could not
know how difficult it can be."
bear children.
• says Ilene Davidson, balancing
Then this immigrant from
ler 7-pound-10-ounce daughter
Latin America divorced, and
Olt her belly.
was remarried to a man who
She is stretched out in Room
welcomed the idea of father36, a Irecklc-faced blonde. Her
hood Somehow, the impossible
hair looks ama/ingly good anti
happened: They had a son.
she vicars an own, engaging
Peter. followed last month by a
smile She doesn't hold

new playmate, baby Paul.
She likes boys, believes sons
arc easier to raise. But one
thing nats at her: the state of
the world and the wars they
might- be called on to fight.
"I heard from my parents
about the desiouction and pain,
the loss. My father was exiled
in Siberia. 1-tion't want my kids

to see this kind of sadness in
their lifetime," Mrs. GondorFchcr says.
Her elder son looks up, a
little forlornly, with his huge,
long-lashed eyes. He knows her
feelings on the subject. !"I don't
think .Pctcr likes it that Mom
doesn't let him play with (toy)
guns," she says._

with a Corn-Austin

Gift Certificate

Assorted Groups
Shorts, Tees, Pants, Sweaters & Skirts
Dresses and Swimwear
Jogging Suit's'

"But I won't' let him play
with those kinds of toys. I'd
rather spend double on -a Lego
set. That's something he can
usc to build. Guns destroy. I
want my sons to build — contribute something — in this
world."

20%
30%
50%

Great Gift Ids.. Jewelry, Belts, Handbags & Perfumes

Off
Off
Off

•

